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In this review we present the recent advances for calculations of the reactions NN →
NNπ using chiral effective field theory. Discussed are the next-to-next-to leading order
loop contributions with nucleon and Delta-isobar for near threshold s-wave pion pro-
duction. Results of recent experimental pion-production data for energies close to the
threshold are analyzed. Several particular applications are discussed: (i) it is shown how
the measured charge symmetry violating pion-production reaction can be used to extract
the strong-interaction contribution to the proton-neutron mass difference; (ii) the role
of NN → NNπ for the extraction of the pion-nucleon scattering lengths from pionic
atoms data is illuminated.
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1. Introduction
After the first high quality data for the reaction NN → NNπ were published,1 it
became quickly clear that this first hadronic inelastic channel of the NN interaction
is far more difficult to handle theoretically than what was initially expected. The
best phenomenological model existing at the time2 failed to explain the cross section
data by factors of 2 and 10 for the reactions pp→ dπ+ and pp→ ppπ0, respectively.
Various attempts were made to identify the phenomenological mechanisms respon-
sible for this discrepancy — the most popular ones were heavy meson exchanges3–6
and off–shell πN rescattering.7,8 Both mechanisms were successful quantitively but
no consensus on the underlying dynamics was achieved in the literature. In ad-
dition, for the neutral channel severe quantitative discrepancies appeared in the
description of polarization observables.9
All phenomenolgical approaches have their drawbacks. For example, they do
not have a readily identifiable expansion scheme and there is no guiding principle
that allows one to judge which diagrams are important and which ones can be
neglected. In addition, the requirements of chiral symmetry can easily be violated
in phenomenological approaches. On the other hand, a quantitative understanding
of the reactions NN → NNπ at threshold is of particular importance. First of all
the system is controlled by several scales: the large initial momentum, the small
final momenta, the pion mass and the typical hadronic scale Λχ ≃ 1 GeV. A sys-
tematic understanding of such systems is not only of conceptual interest but is an
important step towards the development of effective field theories. Secondly, the
calculations of πd scattering observables also need accurate input for the pion ab-
sorption amplitudes and their corresponding dispersive corrections,10,11 in order to
reach a precision high enough to extract the isoscalar πN scattering amplitude.12,13
Since low-energy pion interactions are largely dictated by the requirements of
chiral symmetry of the strong interaction, chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) is
the proper tool to resolve the above mentioned discrepancy. ChPT allows for a
systematic, model independent expansion of the amplitudes in terms of momenta
and pion masses measured in units of Λχ. However, the use of the standard ChPT
power counting, which is based on the assumption that all relevant momenta are
effectively of the order of the pion mass, was not very successful. The first cal-
culations of NN → NNπ reactions in this framework were done at tree level up
to next-to-next-to leading order (N2LO) for both pp → ppπ0 14–16 as well as for
pp → dπ+.17,18 These early studies revealed, in particular, that the discrepancy
between theory and experiment increases for both channels due to a destructive in-
terference between the impulse approximation or leading order (LO) amplitude and
the isoscalar rescattering contributions that enter at next-to leading order (NLO)
in standard counting. In addition, some loop contributions at N2LO were found in
Refs.19,20 to be significantly larger than the NLO contribution, revealing a prob-
lem regarding the convergence of the standard ChPT approach to the pp → ppπ0
reaction.21
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Based on the observation that the initial nucleon three-momentum at threshold
(p = |~p | ≃ √mNmπ ∼ 360 MeV where mπ and mN denote the pion and nucleon
mass, respectively) is significantly larger than the pion mass, Refs.14,17 proposed a
modification of the chiral counting scheme. The expansion parameter in the new
counting scheme is
χMCS = p/Λχ ≃
√
mπ/mN ≃ 0.4, (1)
where Λχ is here identified with the nucleon mass. In what follows, this power
counting will be referred to as the momentum counting scheme (MCS)— it will be
discussed in detail in the next section. This scale was first implemented in the actual
calculations in Refs.,22,23 see Ref.24 for an earlier review article. Ref.24 demonstrated
that the order of magnitude differences between the two-pion exchange diagrams
of Ref.19 could easily be understood in the MCS, since the diagrams are of dif-
ferent orders in this new counting scheme as will be shown in Sec. 3. It has been
known for years that the strength of the s-wave pion production amplitude in the
charged channels pp → dπ+ and pp → pnπ+ is dominated by the leading order
(LO) Weinberg-Tomozawa (WT) operator.2 However, the cross sections for these
two reactions were underestimated by a factor of 2.24 Meanwhile, the application
of the MCS to s-wave production in the pp→ dπ+ channel at next-to-leading order
(NLO)25 revealed quite good agreement with experimental data. In contrast, for s-
wave pion production in the neutral channel pp→ ppπ0 the situation is completely
different. In this channel the large isovector WT rescattering vertex does not con-
tribute while the other mechanisms at LO and NLO are either strongly suppressed
or vanish completely.14–16,23,26 Therefore, we believe that the experimentally mea-
sured pp→ ppπ0 reaction is unique in that it directly probes the higher order MCS
contributions which in the other channels are masked by the dominant lower order
Weinberg–Tomozawa term. This was the motivation for the derivation of the pion
s-wave production operator at N2LO in MCS which was performed in Refs.26,27
and will be discussed in Sec 3.
Pion production near threshold is also useful for studying isospin violation
in, e.g. nucleon-nucleon reactions. Within the standard model there are only two
sources of isospin violation, namely the electromagnetic interaction and the mass
difference of the two lightest quarks, md−mu ∼ mu.28,29 In processes where we are
able to disentangle these two sources, the observation of isospin violation in hadronic
reactions gives a window to quark mass effects29,30i. The mass difference between
the neutral and charged pions, which is almost completely due to electromagnetic
interactions, is by far the largest isospin-violating effect. This mass difference drives,
for example, the spectacular energy dependence of the π0–photoproduction ampli-
tude near threshold (see, e.g., the review article32 and references therein). Thus, in
order to disentangle the two isospin-violating sources, it is important to use isospin
i Quark masses themselves are not directly observable and additional information is necessary to
assign a scale to these fundamental parameters of the standard model (see e.g.31).
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violation observables where the pion mass difference does not contribute. An ex-
ample where the pion mass difference does not enter is charge symmetry breaking
(CSB) observables.
Within effective field theory there is a close correlation between the leading
CSB pion-nucleon scattering amplitude and the proton–neutron mass difference.
Already in 1977 Weinberg predicted a huge effect of up to 30% difference in the
π0p and π0n scattering lengths due to CSB in π0N scattering.28,33 Since scattering
experiments with neutral pions are not feasible,ii Refs.35–37 focused instead on NN
induced pion-production reactions to study CSB. There have been two success-
ful CSB measurements close to the pion threshold, namely the forward-backward
asymmetry in the pn → dπ0 reaction, Afb(pn → dπ0),38 and the dd → απ0 reac-
tion cross section,39 see an early review article.40 We will concentrate our discussion
on the first CSB reaction, see Sec. 7, before we make some remarks regarding the
dd→ απ0 reaction. Following the arguments presented in Ref.,36 we will show that
at leading CSB order within the MCS scheme, only the strong (quark-mass induced)
contribution to the proton-neutron mass difference enters the CSB pion-production
operator in pn→ dπ0. Using data on Afb(pn→ dπ0),38 the strong contribution to
the proton-neutron mass difference was extracted in Ref.36 within MCS.
An effective field theory (EFT) is a low energy theory where the short distance
physics is characterized by local operators with their corresponding low energy
constants (LECs), see Sec. 2.1. In few-nucleon systems these LECs parametrize the
short distance two-nucleon correlations not explicitly probed in low-energy reac-
tions. One LEC appearing in NN → NNπ turns out to be important in a variety
of other few-nucleon processes at relatively low orders: as was stressed in Ref.,22
the short range physics of the near threshold reactions NN → NNπ is given by
a (NN)2π short ranged operator which is closely connected to the short ranged
three–nucleon force. The latter is discussed in, e.g., Refs.41–44 The strength of this
short range two-nucleon operator is given by the LEC d, which can be thought of
as the two-nucleon analog of the axial constant gA. At the same time, this LEC
plays a pivotal role in various few-nucleon processes, like in the pp fusion reac-
tion,45 pp → de+νe, which is the primary process in stellar thermonuclear reac-
tions, and the neutrino deuteron breakup reactions46,47 which were experimentally
measured at the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory48 establishing the total neutrino
flux from the sun. In addition, the same short range operator is also of importance
in γd → πNN49,50 and πd → γNN51,52 as well as in weak reactions like tritium
beta decay.44,45,52 In these different reactions the operator appears in very different
kinematical regimes, ranging from very low energies for both incoming and outgo-
ing NN pairs in weak reactions and proton-deuteron scattering up to relatively
high initial energies for the NN induced pion production. In Fig. 1 we illustrate
some few-nucleon processes where this short range operator (and the corresponding
ii The π0p scattering length might be measurable in polarized neutral pion photoproduction at
threshold.34
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Fig. 1. An illustration of few-nucleon reactions where the LEC d contributes.
LEC d) parametrizes common short distance two-nucleon physics. In Ref.45 a first
determination of the LEC d from data was done in a technically involved EFT
calculation of the tritium β-decay. Ref.45 then used this value for d to predict the
astrophysical S-factors of the solar nuclear processes. The results of Ref.45 for the
rate of pp → de+νe were later used by Ref. 52 to reduce the cutoff dependence in
the reaction π−d→ γnn, which was proposed as a tool to extract the nn-scattering
length.53,54 In a recent work using EFT,44 it was shown that both the 3H and 3He
binding energies and the tritium β-decay can be described with the same contact
term. Although there are good reasons to believe that the use of EFT for the three-
nucleon system is reliable, it was realized early on that it is desirable to determine
the LEC d within the two-nucleon system, for this provides an independent cross
check for the formalism. The strength of this (NN)2π short range operator could be
experimentally relatively well determined by the muon capture rate on deuterons,
µ−d → nnνµ, cf. e.g., Refs.55–59 The ongoing measurement of µ−d → nnνµ by
the MuSun Collaboration at PSI56 aims at the determination of the rate with a
precision of 1.5 %. Below we will argue that the direct access to the strength of
this (NN)2π short ranged operator comes also from the study of the NN → NNπ
reactions. Once this LEC is determined the EFT will have predictive power for all
the reactions mentioned above.
How the short range operator connects these processes can easily be understood
from the general structure of the chiral Lagrangian. The Lagrangian is written in
terms of the standard chiral field U(x) which depends non-linearly on the pion field
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pi. The LO Lagrangian reads60
L(1)πN = N †(iv ·D + g˚A S · u)N + · · · , (2)
where the field N(x) denotes the large component of the heavy-nucleon field, g˚A
is the bare axial-vector coupling of the nucleon, DµN is the covariant derivative,
DµN = (∂µ +Γµ)N with Γµ = [ξ
†, ∂µξ]/2 [we here ignore the external electroweak
fields which are, however, introduced in Eq. (4)], and ξ =
√
U(x). Furthermore,
uµ ≡ i (ξ†∂µξ−ξ∂µξ†), the nucleon’s four-velocity vector vµ = (1,~0) and the covari-
ant nucleon spin operator60 Sµ = (0, ~σ/2). The following two-nucleon interaction
Lagrangian, which is part of the Lagrangians to be specified in Sec. 2.1, describes
the short-range contact interaction illustrated in Fig. 1.
LintNN = −2d
(
N † S · u N)N †N , (3)
where the strength of the short-ranged operator is d, and, including the external
electromagnetic fields, we observe how uµ connects pion production with the exter-
nal vector Vµ and axial-vector Aµ currents via
fπuµ = −τ∂µpi − ε3abVµπaτb + fπAµ + · · · . (4)
Here pi corresponds to the pion field and fπ is the pion decay constant (fπ =
92.4 MeV). In Eq. (4) we have expanded uµ in terms of the pion field, which as
mentioned appears non-lineary in uµ, and where the ellipses correspond to higher
powers in pion field interaction terms. It is Eq. (4) that highlights the connection
of pion production and the weak currents. As follows from Eqs. (3) and (4), the
contact operator supplemented by the LEC d is proportional to the pion derivative.
Therefore it should contribute to production of p-wave pions in NN → NNπ while
connecting to final state S-wave nucleons. There are two reaction channels which
fulfil this condition. One corresponds to the case with a spin-triplet S-wave NN
final state interaction (FSI) which is realized in the reactions pp → pnπ+ and
pp→ dπ+. The other channel is the spin-singlet S-wave NN FSI which appears in
the reaction pn → ppπ− as indicated in Table 1. As will be explained in Sec. 5, in
order to experimentally ensure that the final two nucleons are in a relative S-wave,
one restricts the final relative two-nucleon energy in NN → NNπ to be very small,
typically < 3 MeV. Note that this contact term does not contribute to the reaction
pp→ ppπ0 where a p-wave pion can only be produced in combination with the final
NN -pair in a relative P-wave. The initial and final NN partial wave combinations
for production of p-wave pions can be read off from Table 1. They are 1S0 → 3S1p
[and 1D2 → 3S1p] for π+ production and 3S1 → 1S0p [and 3D1 → 1S0p] for π−
production. We will show in Sec. 5 that NN → NNπ p-wave pion production may
be an excellent tool in order to extract information about this LEC.
The paper is organizied as follows. First, in Sec. 3 we will present the evaluations
of the amplitudes for s-wave pion production where some pertinent details of the
lengthy loop-evaluations of the NLO and N2LO two-pion-exchange amplitudes will
be given. In MCS, the pion p-wave production amplitude is given by tree level
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Spin of the NN state Reaction channel Partial waves
pp→ dπ+ 3P1 → 3S1s
Spin-triplet S-wave NN FSI pp→ pnπ+ 1S0 → 3S1p
pp→ dπ+ 1D2 → 3S1p
pn→ dπ0 (CSB) 1P1 → 3S1s
pp→ ppπ0 3P0 → 1S0s
(3P2 −3F2)→ 1S0d
Spin-singlet S-wave NN FSI 3P0 → 1S0s
pn→ ppπ− (3P2 −3F2)→ 1S0d
(3S1 −3D1)→ 1S0p
Table 1. Partial waves and reaction channels restricted to the spin-triplet and spin-singlet S-wave
NN final state interaction.
diagrams up to N2LO while for pion s-wave production, loop diagrams start to
contribute individually already at NLO. The reason for this apparent asymmetry
lies in the Goldstone nature of the pion: since pions have to decouple from matter in
the chiral limit for vanishing momenta, direct production (where a nucleon emits a
pion) in the s-wave can only occur through a nucleon recoil process. However, these
NLO loops turn out to cancel completely both for the neutral23 and charged25
pion production — this cancellation, a necessary requirement of field theoretic
consistency, is discussed in detail in Sec. 3. As a by-product of this systematic
treatment of nucleon recoil effects in the πN → πN vertex in Ref.,25 the isovector
rescattering one-pion exchange amplitude at LO was found to be enhanced by a
factor of 4/3 which was sufficient to overcome the apparent discrepancy with the
data when the final two nucleons are in the 3S1 state. The contributions to the pion-
production amplitudes from subleading loops were derived in Ref.,26 see also Ref.61
for an earlier study, and are presented in Sec. 3. Early on it was realized that the
Delta-isobar (∆) should be explicitly included as a dynamical degree of freedom.14
In the MCS expansion the Delta-nucleon (∆-N) mass splitting is numerically of the
order of p and will contribute to s-wave pion production starting at NLO diagrams.
The general argument justifying the inclusion of the ∆ resonance was confirmed
numerically in phenomenological calculations,9,62,63 see also Refs.14,17,23,64 where
the effect of the ∆ in NN → NNπ was studied within chiral effective field theory.
We will elaborate on this topic in Sec. 4. As discussed earlier, in Sec. 5 we present
one possible determination of the LEC d by comparing the N2LO calculation of
Refs.22,65 with the measured observables. Finally, we mention that the reactions
NN → NNπ provide a direct experimental access to charge symmetry breaking
(CSB) operators, which are difficult to study otherwise, — a topic we will present in
Sec. 7. In Table 1 we indicate a CSB reaction to be discussed in Sec. 7. In Secs. 8-10
we will discuss several applications of the MCS scheme in NN → NNπ to two-pion
production in nucleon-nucleon collisions (Sec. 8), πd scattering at threshold (Sec. 9)
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and decays of heavy quarkonia (Sec. 10). The results of the review are summarized
in Sec. 11.
2. Formal aspects of the momentum counting scheme
2.1. Lagrangian densities
The heavy baryon ChPT Lagrangian is written as a series in increasing powers
of derivatives. The underlying assumption in writing this series is that the higher
order Lagrangian terms will only contribute smaller corrections to the dominant
amplitudes which are generated by the lowest order Lagrangian terms.
Lch = L(1)πN + L(2)πN + L(2)ππ + L(3)πN + · · · , (5)
where L(ν¯) (ν¯ = 1, 2, . . .) denotes the number of derivatives and/or powers of mπ
in the Lagrangian. Note that within the MCS some terms from higher order La-
grangians might get promoted to lower orders — see e.g. the discussion below
Eq. (7). The effective chiral Lagrangian to lowest-order (LO) in the πN interaction
terms read in σ-gauge60,66 when we expand Eq.(2) in powers of the pion field
L(1)πN = N †
[
1
4f2π
τ · (p˙i × pi) + g˚A
2fπ
τ · ~σ
(
~∇pi+ 1
2f2π
pi(pi · ~∇pi)
)]
N + · · · . (6)
The ellipses represent further terms which are not relevant for the presentation in
this review. The next-higher order πN interaction terms have the form
L(2)πN =
1
8mNf2π
[
iN †τ · (pi × ~∇pi) · ~∇N + h.c.
]
− g˚A
4mNfπ
[
iN †τ ·
(
p˙i+
1
2f2π
pi(pi · p˙i)
)
~σ · ~∇N + h.c.
]
− g˚A
8mNf3π
N †pi · (~σ · ~∇)(p˙i × pi)N
+
1
f2π
N †
[(
c3 + c2 − g
2
A
8mN
)
p˙i2 − c3(~∇pi)2 − 2c1m2πpi2
− 1
2
(
c4 +
1
4mN
)
εijkεabcσkτc∂iπa∂jπb
]
N + · · · . (7)
To be consistent with chiral symmetry the chiral Lagrangian is only allowed to have
terms analytic in the quark masses. Since the square of the pion mass depends lin-
early on the quark masses, only terms of even powers of mπ appear in the hierarchy
of the Lagrangian densities Eq. (5).
Note that in MCS some nucleon recoil terms ∝ 1/mN in the Lagrangian will
appear at lower order than what is indicated by the Lagrangian order. For example,
the WT term leads to a πN rescattering vertex proportional to mπ. Whereas in
the standard chiral counting the corresponding WT recoil correction term, the first
term in Eq. (7), would be of next order, in MCS this WT recoil correction term
is proportional to ~p 2/mN ∼ mπ, i.e., it is of the same order as the WT vertex
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from the lower order Lagrangian Eq. (6). A more complete discussion on this topic
will be presented in a separate subsection, Sec. 2.3. We refrain from presenting the
complete L(3)πN Lagrangian and refer to the literature.60,67,68
The pion Lagrangian density L(2)ππ , which gives the leading 4π vertex needed for
the calculation of the reaction NN → NNπ up to N2LO, reads in the sigma-gauge:
L(2)ππ =
1
2f2π
(pi · ∂µpi)(pi · ∂µpi)− m
2
π
8f2π
pi4 + · · · , (8)
and we will also refer to the following S-wave NN Lagrangian, which specifies the
two LECs, CS and CT :
LNN = − 1
2
CS
(
N †N
) (
N †N
)− 1
2
CT
(
N †~σN
) · (N †~σN) . (9)
The derivation of the analytical expression for the transition amplitude, Aprod,
for pion production in nucleon–nucleon collisions including N2LO contributions
will be presented in the next sections. At N2LO new short range operators with the
associated LECs describing the short distance processes not probed at energies as-
sociated with pion-production threshold have to be introduced. Parity conservation
requires the presence of one derivative that acts either on the pion field — leading
to a p-wave pion with the final nucleon pairs in an S-wave — or on a nucleon field,
leading to a pion s-wave production, as reflected in Table 1. Then, however, there
must be an additional pion mass term present for consistency with the Goldstone
theorem — this is why in the equations below the pion field appears with a time
derivative. One may write following Ref.14 :
LNNNNπ = e˜1
2mNfπ
[
i
(
N †(τ · p˙i)~σ · ~∇N
) (
N †N
)
+ h.c.
]
+
e˜2
2mNfπ
[
i(N † (τ · p˙i)~σ × ~∇N) · (N †~σN) + h.c.
]
− d
fπ
(
N †τ~σ · (~∇pi)N
)
(N †N) + · · · (10)
where the LECs e˜i, i = 1, 2, are of order O(1/f2πmN) and the LEC d is the one
in Eq. (3). These LECs will be discussed in more detail in Secs. 3 and 5, respec-
tively. Note that a pion in an s-wave can be produced in channels either with the
spin-triplet or spin-singlet NN FSI, as shown in Table 1. As a consequence, the pro-
duction operator for s-wave pions contains at N2LO only two independent LECs
called e˜1 and e˜2 in Eq.(10). We also emphasize that the effective Lagrangian of
Ref.14 contains other (NN)2π contact operators both for s- and p-wave pions that
can be shown to be redundant as a consequence of the Pauli principle.22,26,41,45
2.2. The hybrid approach and the concept of diagram reducibility
It is well known that perturbation theory is insufficient to properly describe two or
more nucleons at small relative momenta — a finite sum of diagrams can neither
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Aprod=
NN ISI NN FSI
M
a) b)
Aprod = + + · · ·
Fig. 2. Graphical illustation of the approach for calculating the amplitude M for NN → NNπ.
The initial and final state NN interactions sandwich the NN → NNπ transition amplitude Aprod
evaluated using ChPT.
produce the unnaturally large NN scattering lengths nor bound nucleons in nuclei.
In order to adopt the perturbative approach of EFT to few nucleon systems, Wein-
berg proposed to classify all possible diagrams as reducible or irreducible.66,69–71
Those diagrams that have a two nucleon cut are classified as reducible, whereas
those which do not are considered irreducible. The latter diagrams make up the
NN potential which is to be constructed according to the rules of ChPT. The for-
mer diagrams are generated by solving the Schro¨dinger equation, using the ChPT
evaluated NN potential as kernel. This scheme acknowledges the special role played
by the two–nucleon cuts.
Furthermore, Weinberg suggested how to calculate few-nucleon systems inter-
acting with an external low-energy probe.72 First, one should note that the relevant
transition operators of such an external probe will act perturbatively and as such
the transition operators can be calculated using ChPT. The transition operators
are then convoluted with the non-perturbative nuclear (NN) wave functions. We
will apply this scheme to pion production in NN collisions where the reaction am-
plitude is calculated by sandwiching the perturbative production operator, Aprod,
with NN wave functions in the initial and final states, as illustrated graphically in
Fig. 2iii. The transition operator, Aprod, in the second line in Fig. 2, consists of all
irreducible diagrams which means that no diagrams with a two-nucleon cut is part
of the production operator. The NN → NNπ reaction amplitude reads
M(p,p′, q)=
∫
d3l
(2π)3
d3l′
(2π)3
ΨISI(p, l)Aprod(l, l′, q) ΨFSI(l′,p′) (11)
iiiThe inclusion of diagram a) in Fig. 2 while neglecting diagram b) and others is equivalent to
the so–called distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) traditionally used in phenomenological
calculations. As will be discussed in the next section, for the calculation up-to-and-including N2LO
in the MCS it suffices to keep only diagram a).
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where the NN wave functions in the initial and final states are
ΨISI(p, l) = (2π)
3δ(p− l) + MISI(p, l, E)
4m2N [l
2/mN − E − i0] , (12)
ΨFSI(l
′,p′) = (2π)3δ(p′ − l′) + MFSI(l
′,p′, E′)
4m2N [l
′2/mN − E′ − i0] . (13)
Here Aprod denotes the production operator and MISI and MFSI stand for the
NN amplitudes in the initial and final states evaluated at the energies E and E′,
respectively. As will be discussed in Sec.4, since pion-production operator acquires
important contributions from diagrams with the ∆-resonance degrees of freedom, it
is useful to generalize the formalism described to include N∆ intermediate states.
This can be implemented by utilizing NN models which include explicitly NN and
N∆ coupled channels as in, e.g., Ref.73 The generalisation of the above expressions
is straightforward, e.g., see Appendices in Refs.27,65 for the explicit results.
A potential obstacle for the application of this approach to the NN → NNπ
reaction is the large momentum transfer between initial and final nucleons inherent
in this reaction already at threshold
t ≈ −(p− p′)2 ≈ −mNmπ. (14)
As discussed in the introduction, this brings a new scale into the problem compared
to standard ChPT. However, the use of the MCS, which will be discussed in detail
in the next paragraph, allows one to built a new hierarchy of diagrams, allowing
a systematic perturbative calculation of the production operator. Ideally, the NN
wave functions should be evaluated within the same framework, i.e ChPT. However,
this pion-production process requires an NN initial state interaction (ISI) at an en-
ergy which is beyond the applicability of todays NN potentials constructed within
chiral EFT. Therefore, for pragmatic reasons, in a hybrid calculation we make use
of the modern realistic phenomenological NN potentials73–75 to generate the initial
and final state NN wave functions. These modern NN potential models are suc-
cessful in reproducing the NN phase shifts, not only at very low energies where the
NN amplitude is governed by the scattering length and effective range parameters,
but also at relatively high energies around the pion-production threshold. Unlike
chiral EFT, however, the short range interactions of the phenomenological NN
potentials are parametrized in model-dependent ways. It is therefore important to
require that the variations of the reaction amplitude M for NN → NNπ due to
the use of different NN potentials are no larger than the variations expected from
the next order MCS contributions to the reaction amplitude.
The intrinsic scheme-dependence inherent in the hybrid approach needs to be
quantified. Specifically, the hybrid approach, as illustrated graphically in Fig.2, does
not include the so-called stretched diagrams, where parts of the production oper-
ator are intimately connected to those from initial (or final) NN interaction via
intermediate states in the Time-Ordered Perturbation Theory (TOPT) version of
the diagrams. The study of Ref.76 revealed that the stretched box contributions,
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which do not possess a two-nucleon cut, are numerically suppressed. In addition,
corrections due to NN wave function orthonormalization77 are ignored in the hy-
brid formalism. These corrections normally appear at relatively higher orders and
are known to cancel leading parts of stretched diagrams in the static limit.77,78
Meanwhile, a systematic treatment of these effects is necessary. Such a treatment is
, however, only possible if the production operator and NN wave functions are con-
structed within the same EFT formalism. For some attempts to study the mismatch
between the construction of the NN wave functions and the production operator
we refer to Ref.79 In this review we will not elaborate further on these topics.
2.3. Power Counting
In ChPT the standard expansion parameter is Q/Λχ, where Q is identified either
with a typical momentum of the process ormπ. The key assumption for convergence
of the theory is Q ≪ Λχ. As mentioned earlier, the reaction NN → NNπ at
threshold involves momenta of “intermediate range” p ≈ √mπmN larger than mπ
but still smaller than the Λχ ∼ mN . In the MCS we are thus faced with a two-
scale expansion. Furthermore, for near threshold pion production, the outgoing
two-nucleon pair has a very low relative three-momentum p′. For counting purposes
we therefore assign an order mπ to p
′, and the expansion parameter is written as:
χMCS ≃ p
′
p
≃ mπ
p
≃ p
mN
. (15)
To implement this scheme properly it is necessary to keep explicitly track of mo-
menta and masses in the power counting of the diagrams.
In Fig. 3 we show the hierarchy of the diagrams for s-wave pion production in the
MCS up to N2LO. The first two LO diagrams in the first row of Fig. 3 are sometimes
called the direct one-nucleon diagrams in the literature, whereas the last two are
called the rescattering (WT) diagrams. We will discuss both next. We stress that
the one-pion exchange (OPE) and the NN contact term in the direct single-nucleon
operator are considered parts of the NN wave function and drawn explicitly only
for the purposes of power counting. The estimate of the direct operator gives (in
the counting gA ∼ 1)(
gA
mπ
mN
· p
fπ
)
· 1
mπ
· 1
f2π
∼ 1
f3π
p
mN
≃ 1
f3π
χMCS, (16)
where the expression in the first bracket on the l.h.s corresponds to the recoil πNN
vertex given by L(2)πN of Eq. (7), the next term reflects the energy v · p ∼ mπ of the
nucleon propagator, see Sec.2.4 for further details about the treatment of nucleon
propagators in MCS. The last term corresponds to the estimate of the OPE or the
contact term. Analogously, the estimate of the rescattering operator reads(
mπ
f2π
)
· 1
p2
·
(
gA
p
fπ
)
∼ 1
f3π
mπ
p
≃ 1
f3π
χMCS, (17)
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NLO:
Type II Type IIIa Type IIIb Type IV
N2LO:gA:
N2LO:
LO:
Direct WTrecWT
N2LO:
Type IIIb
g3A:
Type II Type IIIa Type IV Box a Box b
Football Type Ia Type Ib Mini-Football
Box bBox a
Direct
N2LO:
ACT, BCT
Fig. 3. Complete set of diagrams up to N2LO (in the ∆-less theory) for s-wave pions. Solid (dashed)
lines denote nucleons (pions). Solid dots correspond to the leading vertices from L(1)
piN
and L(2)pipi ,
⊙ stands for the sub-leading vertices from L(2)
piN
whereas the blob indicates the possibility to have
both leading and subleading vertices from L(1)
piN
and L(2)
piN
, the opaque symbol ◦ stands for the
vertices ∼ 1/m2N from L
(3)
piN
. The NN contact interaction in the top row is represented by the
leading S-wave LECs CS and CT from LNN whereas the contact five-point vertices in the bottom
row are given by the LECs ACT and BCT . The red square on the nucleon propagator in the
box diagrams indicates that the corresponding nucleon propagator cancels with parts of the πN
rescattering vertex producing an irreducible contribution from the two box diagrams, see Sec. 3.3
and discussion around Eq. (25) for further details.
where the first term on the l.h.s stands for the Weinberg-Tomozawa vertex given in
L(1)πN of Eq. (6), the second term the pion propagator and finally the πNN vertex
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of L(1)πN , in order. Thus the leading order diagrams are linear in χMCS for s-wave
pion production.
p1
p2
l l˜
p2 − l
p′1
p′2
q
p1 − l˜
Fig. 4. The kinematics for the example of the loop diagram Type IIIa.
The second row of diagrams in Fig.3 represents the contribution of irreducible
pion-nucleon loops at NLO. In order to illustrate the power counting of the loop
diagrams in MCS as an example we discuss in detail the power counting for diagram
type IIIa in the second row of Fig. 3. First we remind the reader that in heavy baryon
ChPT the nucleon four-momentum Pµ is rewritten as Pµ = mNv
µ + pµ where the
velocity is chosen to be vµ = (1,~0). Secondly, for the reaction NN → NNπ close
to threshold the initial nucleon, e.g., nucleon no. 1 (see Fig. 4 for the notation) has
four-momentum pµ1 = (mπ/2, ~p), meaning v ·p1 ∼ mπ. Analogously, the momentum
pµ2 = (mπ/2,−~p). It is also important for the following discussion to note that the
loop diagrams in the second row of Fig. 3 all have a large “external” momentum
of order p in the propagators and that all vertices are given by the lowest order
Lagrangian in Eq. (6). Furthermore, a consistent power counting of loop-diagrams
requires the inclusion of the integral measure l4/(4π)2 where all components of the
loop four-momentum l is of order p, i.e. v · l ∼ |~l| ∼ p for irreducible diagrams, while
for reducible diagrams that explicitly contain an NN cut, the zeroth component
v · l is to be counted of order mπ, as discussed in the next subsection. In addition
to this integral measure, in the loop-diagram IIIa one has to account for two pion
propagators (∼ 1/(p2)2), two nucleon propagators (∼ 1/(v · l)2 ∼ 1/p2), three
πNN vertices (∼ (p/fπ)3, and one πN rescattering vertex (∼ v · l/f2π ∼ p/f2π).
Combining all these factors and using 4πfπ ∼ mN , one obtains the order estimate
for this diagram as follows
p4
(4π)2
· 1
(p2)2
· 1
p2
·
(
p
fπ
)3
· p
f2π
∼ 1
f3π
p2
m2N
≃ 1
f3π
χ2MCS. (18)
This counting order estimate of diagram IIIa should be compared with the count-
ing of the leading order diagrams for the NN → NNπ reaction vertex in Fig. 3
estimated above. Thus we find that diagram type IIIa in Fig. 3 indeed contributes
at NLO.
At this point the reader should note a peculiar feature of the MCS counting. The
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order estimate of a loop diagram in MCS implies that this diagram also contributes
at all higher orders in MCS. For example, diagram IIIa is estimated above to be
of order NLO but, unlike standard chiral counting, this diagram also contributes
at N2LO and higher MCS orders. The reason for this behaviour lies in the two
scale expansion employed there, since the evaluation of the loop diagrams typically
reveals expressions like mπ log(1 +mπ/p). In a theory where p is of order mπ the
given term contributes to a single order only. However, in the MCS mπ/p ∼ χMCS,
and thus a Taylor expansion of the logarithm becomes necessary. We will return to
this discussion in Sec. 2.4.
At N2LO, there are several contributing tree-level diagrams which are topologi-
cally similar to those at LO but with sub-leading vertices from L(2)πN and even L(3)πN .
These diagrams are shown in the third row in Fig. 3. In addition, one needs to ac-
count for the pion-nucleon loops which, at this order, can be combined in two series
of amplitudes, one proportional to g3A with a topology like the NLO pion-nucleon
loop diagrams and one proportional to gA. These diagrams are given in rows four
and five in Fig. 3. To the order we are working, it suffices to include the sub-leading
vertex from L(2)πN only once (but we have to consider all possible permutations of
this sub-leading vertex) in these loops while retaining the other vertices at lead-
ing order, see Ref.27 for further details. Also at N2LO for s-wave pions there are
two (NN)2π contact operators ACT and BCT which represent contributions to the
channels with the spin-singlet (3P0 → 1S0s) and the spin-triplet (3P1 → 3S1s) NN
FSI, in accordance with the notation of Table 1. The LECs ACT and BCT , shown
in the last row of Fig.3 can be expressed in terms of linear combinations of the
LECs e˜1 and e˜2 in the Lagrangian (10) to be used in Sec. 3.6.
Finally, we note that the diagram b) in Fig 2, which is also a part of the produc-
tion operator, starts to contribute at N3LO, that is one order higher than considered
in the present study. This type of operators contains the three-body πNN cut, the
contribution of which is strongly suppressed near pion production threshold.
2.4. The heavy nucleon propagator in MCS
A major difference between standard chiral counting (see e.g. Ref.60) and MCS24 is
associated with the different treatments of the heavy nucleon propagator. In heavy
baryon ChPT (HBChPT) the nucleon momentum Pµ is written as Pµ=mN v
µ+pµ,
and it is assumed that |pµ|≪mN . In terms of pµ the Feynman propagator for the
heavy nucleon is expressed as
SN (p) = i
6P +mN
P 2 −m2N + i0
=
i
v · p+ p
2
2mN
+ i0
(
1 + γ0
2
+
γ0 p0
2mN
− ~γ · ~p
2mN
)
, (19)
where we introduced vµ = (1, 0, 0, 0). In the standard HBChPT scheme, the free
heavy-nucleon Lagrangian is chosen in such a manner that the heavy-nucleon prop-
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agator is given by
SN (p) =
i
v · p+ i0 . (20)
The difference between the propagators in Eqs. (19) and (20), which scales as
(p/mN)
n with n = 1, 2, ..., is treated as perturbative recoil corrections in standard
HBChPT, and is included in L(2)πN and higher-order Lagrangians in Ref.,60 cf. e.g.
1/mN terms in the last two rows in Eq. (7). On the other hand, in some cases
the use of Eq. (20) is not justified and one should utilize Eq. (19). One example
where a careful treatment of the nucleon propagator in Eq. (19) is required is
the two-pion-exchange contribution to NN scattering discussed by Weinberg in
Ref.70 In this case the second iteration of OPE results in the box diagram with
an NN intermediate state which is reducible. A naive evaluation of this diagram
with the standard HB propagator Eq. (20) would yield the pinch singularity. To
properly account for the two-body singularity (NN cut) one should therefore keep
the nucleon kinetic energy in the denominator of Eq. (19) unexpanded, i.e. this
HB propagator for both intermediate nucleons deviates from the strict HBChPT
formulation and becomes
SN (p) =
i
v · p− ~p
2
2mN
+ i0
, (21)
while the residual terms in Eq. (19) are treated as perturbations in the Lagrangian.
Only then the p0- integration leads to a proper two–nucleon propagator that in
particular shows a strong infrared enhancement calling for a re–summation in, e.g.,
a Schro¨dinger equation — this is why they are called reducible. In contrast, in NN
scattering diagrams which do not possess the two-nucleon cut (e.g. in the crossed
boxes) the standard HBChPT expansion of the nucleon propagator is justified, i.e.
v · p ∼ |~p |.
The treatment of the nucleon propagator in pion production is actually quite
similar to NN interaction.25,61,80 The calculation of NN reducible diagrams for
energies near the pion production threshold requires a non-perturbative treatment
of nucleon recoils as given by Eq. (21), which means that zeroth components of 4-
momenta are counted as v ·p ∼ ~p 2/(2mN) ∼ mπ. Meanwhile, to evaluate irreducible
loop contributions in MCS it suffices to use Eq.(20) for the propagator structure
while keeping 1/mN (and higher-order) corrections perturbatively. Since there is
no NN cut, in the latter case v · p ∼ |~p | ∼ √mπmN ≫ ~p 2/(2mN) since the energy
scale is introduced into the diagrams from the pion progagators (cf. Appendix E of
Ref.24).
It might be also instructive to discuss the special case of the pion emission
from a single nucleon characteristic for the production process, see the first direct
diagram in Fig.3 where the OPE is part of the NN FSI. Although this diagram
contains an NN intermediate state, it can not go on shell since a massive pion can
not be produced by a free nucleon. Therefore, naively one is tempted to expand
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the nucleon propagator using standard HBChPT, as it was done in Ref.21 Based on
this expansion it was argued that the heavy baryon scheme should not be used for
pion production. We are now in a position to answer the critical comments in Ref.21
regarding the non-convergence of the heavy nucleon propagator. The expansion of
the nucleon propagator in the first diagram of Fig. 3 would read, following Ref.21
SN (p1 − q) = 1
v · (p1 − q)− ~p 21 /(2mN )
= − 2
mπ
∞∑
n=0
(
− ~p
2
1
mNmπ
)n
,
where on the r.h.s. v · p1 = mπ/2 and v · q = mπ was used at threshold (~q = 0) and
the 1/mN terms were treated as correction. Clearly this series does not converge,
since ~p 21 ≃ mNmπ. However, had Ref.21 employed the on–shell condition for the
external nucleon, v · p1 ≃ ~p 21 /2mN , the propagator would have taken the correct
expression −1/mπ right from the start. Thus, when applied properly, the heavy
baryon prescription can be used for pion-production reactions.80
3. s-wave pion production at threshold
3.1. Operator amplitudes from tree-level diagrams up to N2LO:
The LO tree-level diagrams were discussed in Sec. 2.3 which includes the LO rescat-
tering diagram containing the isovector Weinberg-Tomozawa vertex and its recoil
contribution given by L(1)πN and L(2)πN , respectively. The same two Lagrangians,
Eqs. (6) and (7), will contribute to N2LO tree-level rescattering diagrams with
the same topology as the LO rescattering diagram in Fig. 3. In the MCS the LO
diagrams are the direct diagrams and the rescattering diagrams, labelled ”Direct”
and ”WT” in Fig. 3.
Mtree
=
p2
p1
p′2
p′1
q
Fig. 5. The single nucleon and the rescattering diagrams which contribute to s-wave pion produc-
tion up to N2LO, are given. The meaning of the symbols is the same as in Fig. 3. The diagrams
in the first row on the r.h.s appear at LO, the diagrams in the second row give the N2LO contri-
butions. The last diagrams in the first and second rows involve the WT recoil correction, whereas
the second diagram in the second row involves rescattering vertices proportional to the ci. In the
hybrid approach the first diagrams in each row, the single nucleon diagrams, will contribute to
Aprod in Eq. (11) when convoluted with initial and final NN wave functions as discussed in the
text.
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The rescattering operator at LO reads iv:
iMLOrescat = iM
LO
WT + iM
recoil
WT =
gA
2f3π
v · q
k22 −m2π + i0
(S2 · k2)τa× , (22)
where the superscript a (a=1,2,3) here and in what follows refers to the isospin
quantum number of the outgoing pion field, and where the antisymmetric [sym-
metric] isospin operator is τa× = i(τ1 × τ2)a [τa+ = (τ1 + τ2)a]. The momenta are
defined in Fig.5, and we define k2 = p2 − p′2.
The rescattering operator at N2LO includes the 1/mN corrections due to the
vertices given by L(2)πN and also the corrections ∝ 1/m2N from L(3)πN . We call these
amplitude operators MN
2LO
rescat1 and M
N2LO
rescat2, respectively. The explicit expressions
are:
iMN
2LO
rescat1 =
gA
f3π
(S2 · k2)τa2
k22 −m2π + i0
[
4c1m
2
π − v · q v · k2
(
2c2 + 2c3 − g
2
A
4mN
)]
− gA
f3π
(v · q) τa×
k22 −m2π + i0
S2 · (p2 + p′2)
4mN
(v · k2) + (1↔ 2), (23)
iMN
2LO
rescat2 =
gA
f3π
v · q
k22 −m2π + i0
{
− τa2 (S2 · k2)
k2 · (p1 + p′1)
m2N
(
mNc2 − g
2
A
16
)
+τa× (S2 · k2)
[
~p 21 + ~p
′2
1
16m2N
+
1 + g2A + 8mNc4
8m2N
(
[S1 · k2, S1 · (p1 + p′1)] +
k22
2
)]
− τ
a
×
8m2N
[
(S2 · p′2)p22 − (S2 · p2)p′22
]}
+ (1↔ 2), (24)
The first two terms in the curly bracket in Eq. (24) are due to recoil corrections to
the ππNN vertices from L(3)πN while the last one stands for the analogous correc-
tion to the πNN vertex at the same order. Both amplitudes MN
2LO
rescat1 and M
N2LO
rescat2
contribute to the isoscalar and isovector part of the production amplitude Aprod in
Eq. (11).
In addition to the rescattering operators, one has to account for the contribu-
tions to the transition operator amplitude Aprod from the pion emission from a
single nucleon, the so-called direct diagrams which are shown in the first and third
rows of Fig.3. Note that in the hybrid approach the OPE or the NN contact term in
these direct diagrams, which appear together with the πNN vertex for the outgoing
pion in Fig.3, will be considered as part of the final (or initial) NN wave function
as discussed in Sec. 2.2. In Fig. 5 the OPE and the NN contact term are therefore
not shown in the direct diagrams. The explicit expressions for these diagrams are
derived in Ref.27 In Sec. 3.2 we will discuss the influence of these direct diagrams
in more details.
The LO and N2LO operator amplitudes generated by the diagrams in Fig.5
contribute to the N2LO s-wave pion-production operator Aprod from pion-nucleon
iv At this order it suffices to replace g˚A by its physical value gA. The renormalization corrections
to g˚A will be discussed in Sec. 4.5.
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diagrams. We postpone the discussion of the s-wave pion-production operator until
the end of Sec. 4, where the ∆ degrees of freedom will be added to this operator.
3.2. A discussion of the tree-level diagrams up to N2LO
The LO diagrams, which contain only pion and nucleon degrees of freedom that
contribute to the reaction NN → NNπ for s-wave pions, are shown in the first
line of Fig. 3. Traditionally, the direct diagrams have been evaluated numerically
by including the pion propagator in the distorted NN wave functions, i.e. only the
single nucleon pion-production vertex gives the transition operator. Numerically,
in the traditional distorted wave Born approximation approach, the direct diagram
appears to be significantly smaller than the estimate based on our naive MCS’s
dimensional analysis. The suppression of the direct diagram in Fig. 3 comes from
two sources: first, there is the momentum mismatch between the initial and final
distorted nucleon wave functions24 — see also Refs.79,81 for more detailed discus-
sions. Secondly, there are accidental cancellations from the final state interaction
present in both channels, pp→ ppπ0 and pp→ dπ+, that are not accounted for in
the power counting. Specifically, the NN phase shift in the final NN 1S0 partial
wave relevant for pp→ ppπ0 crosses zero at an energy close to the pion-production
threshold.82,83 All realistic NN scattering potentials that reproduce this feature
show in the half-off-shell amplitude at low energies a zero at off-shell momenta of a
similar magnitude. The exact position of the zero varies between different models,
such that the direct production amplitude turns out to be quite model dependent.
The suppression mechanism of the direct term for the reaction pp → dπ+ comes
from a strong cancellation between the deuteron S-wave and D-wave components.
Thus, it is not surprising that numerically the direct diagrams in both channels are
about an order of magnitude smaller than the LO rescattering amplitudes which
are consistent with the dimensional analysis in the MCS. Since this LO rescatter-
ing contribution is forbidden by selection rules for pp → ppπ0 while allowed for
pp → dπ+, one gains an immediate theoretical understanding why it is a lot more
difficult to reproduce the measured cross section for the former reaction.
3.3. Two-pion exchange diagrams at NLO
The observation that the LO contributions to the pion s-wave reaction pp→ ppπ0
are highly suppressed14–16 makes this particular reaction an ideal probe of the
higher order contributions, which give smaller corrections to most NN → NNπ
reaction amplitudes. Among the next order terms illustrated in Fig. 3, two-pion
exchange loop diagrams were evaluated19,20 within standard ChPT and some two-
pion exchange diagram contributions were found to be very large compared to the
tree-level contributions. However, for the channel pp→ ppπ0 the sum of NLO dia-
grams type IIv, III and IV in Fig. 3 is zero due to a cancellation between individual
v The amplitude for diagram type II in Fig. 3 as given in Ref.19 has the wrong sign.
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(E, ~p) (E + l0 −mπ, ~p+~l)
(l0,~l) (mπ ,~0)
VππNN =
Fig. 6. The πN rescattering vertex: definition of kinematic variables as used in Eq. (25) where,
e.g., v · l = l0.
diagrams,23 where diagrams Box a and b in Fig. 3 are absent since the WT vertex
does not contribute to this channel. Some aspects of these diagrams and this cancel-
lation was further discussed in, e.g., Refs.61,84 The cancellation among the diagrams
for pp → ppπ0 was confirmed in Ref.26 Meanwhile, the sum of diagrams II – IV
gives a finite answer for the channel pp→ dπ+, as was noted in Ref.23 Since the net
contribution of these operators depends linearly on the NN relative momentum, a
large sensitivity of the observables to the short-distance NN wave functions was
found in Ref.85 This linear NN momentum sensitivity to short-distance NN forces
at NLO, O(mπ/mN ), is troubling since chiral symmetry requires interactions to be
proportional to an even power of the pion mass,mπ. Specifically, at NLO there is no
five-point contact interactions that could absorb this linear momentum behaviour
of the loop operators. This puzzle was resolved in Ref.,25 where it was demonstrated
that for the deuteron channel there is an additional contribution at NLO, namely
the box diagrams in Fig. 3, due to the time-dependence of the Weinberg–Tomozawa
pion-nucleon vertex. The cancellation of the NLO loop diagrams found in Ref.25
reinforces the importance of applying ChPT to the NN → NNπ reactions.
To demonstrate that the irreducible parts of the box diagrams in Fig. 3 con-
tribute to the NLO amplitude, we write the expression for the WT πN rescattering
vertex, VππNN , in the notation of Fig. 6, where one pion is the outgoing pion of
four-momentum (mπ ,~0) and the other pion is part of the loop with four-momentum
l:
VππNN = l0+mπ−
~l · (2~p+~l)
2mN
= 2mπ +
(
l0−mπ+E−(
~l + ~p)2
2mN
+ i0
)
−
(
E− ~p
2
2mN
+ i0
)
. (25)
We keep the leading WT vertex and its nucleon recoil correction, which are of the
same order in the MCS, as explained below Eq. (7). For simplicity, we omit the
isospin dependence of the vertex. The first term in the last line is the WT-vertex
for kinematics with the on-shell incoming and outgoing nucleons, the second term
the inverse of the outgoing nucleon propagator while the third one is the inverse
of the incoming nucleon propagator; compare the nucleon propagator expression
in Eq. (21). Note that for on-shell incoming and outgoing nucleons (as in diagram
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the results of Ref.25 with experimental data for total cross section in
NN → dπ. The data sets are from Refs.86–90 The dashed line corresponds to the model of Koltun
and Reitan.2 The solid red curve represents the results for s-wave pion-production at threshold,
i.e. the coefficient α in Eq.(26), as given in Ref.25 The filled red rectangular box indicates the
theoretical uncertainty of the NLO calculation.
WT in Fig. 3), the expressions in brackets in Eq. (25) vanish, and the πN → πN
transition vertex takes its on-shell value 2mπ (even if the incoming pion is off-
shell). This is in contrast to standard phenomenological treatments, e.g., Ref.,2
where l0 in the first line of (25) is identified with mπ/2, the energy transfer in
the on-shell kinematics for NN → NNπ, but the recoil terms in Eq. (25) are
not considered. However, as argued earlier ~p 2/mN ≈ mπ so that the recoil terms
are to be kept in the vertices and also in the nucleon propagator as discussed
in Sec. 2.4. The MCS is designed to properly keep track of these recoil terms. A
second consequence of Eq. (25) is that only the first term gives a reducible diagram.
The second and third terms in Eq. (25), however, lead to irreducible contributions,
since one of the nucleon propagators is cancelled by parts of the adjacent WT πN
rescattering vertex expression. These irreducible contributions are illustrated by red
squares on the nucleon propagators in the two box diagrams of Fig. 3. It was shown
explicitly in Ref.25 that these induced irreducible contributions cancel exactly the
finite remainder of the NLO loop diagrams (II – IV) in the pp → dπ+ channel.
As a consequence, there are no contributions at NLO for both π0 and π+ s-wave
production from two initial nucleons.
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3.4. Total cross section in NN → dpi at threshold up to NLO
In this subsection we briefly discuss the status of the description to NLO of threshold
pion-production data when the final two nucleons are in the spin-triplet (3S1−3D1)
channel. The total cross section in the reaction NN → dπ close to threshold is
historically written in the form
σ = αη + βη3 + . . . , (26)
where the dimensionless variable η is defined in the center-of-mass system as the
pion momentum in units of the pion mass, η = |~q|/mπ and ellipses stand for the
terms of higher order in η. In Fig. 7 we compare the chiral EFT evaluation of α
by Ref.25 with experimental data. Note that the green square and the blue circle
correspond to the most recent measurements89,90 of the coefficient α in Eq. (26),
see also Sec. 9. The value for α in Refs.89,90 was extracted from the high-precision
lifetime measurement of the π−d atom at PSI. The dashed curve in Fig. 7 corre-
sponds to the calculation of Ref.,2 in which the nucleon recoil corrections to the
Weinberg-Tomozawa operator were neglected. As pointed out in the Introduction
and discussed earlier in this section, the important observation of Ref.25 was that
the nucleon recoil corrections ∝ 1/mN contribute in MCS at lower order than what
is indicated naively by the order of the Lagrangian. Including the WT recoil correc-
tion, labelled “WTrec” in Fig. 3, in Eq.(22) enhances the WT operator by a factor
of 4/3. This enhancement resulted in an increase of the cross section by about the
missing factor 2 already at LO. Furthermore, as was shown in Ref.25 and discussed
in detail in the previous subsection, all loops at NLO cancel. Given the expansion
parameter in the MCS, the theoretical uncertainty for α is about 2χMCS at NLO,
as shown by the filled rectangular box in Fig. 7.
3.5. Two-pion exchange diagrams to N2LO
At N2LO there are new loop diagrams contributing to the NN → NNπ s-wave
pion reaction amplitude. The N2LO two-pion exchange diagrams shown in Fig. 3
have been evaluated in Ref.26 One finds that also at this order a similar cancellation
pattern appears as discussed in the previous subsection for the NLO contributions.
However, at N2LO the cancellation is not complete and leaves us with a non-zero
result, which originates from diagrams proportional to gA of type I and the one
called “mini-football”, see the fourth row of diagrams in Fig. 3, and from diagrams
proportional to g3A of type III and IV in the fifth row of diagrams in Fig. 3. The
other loop diagrams give no net contribution to the amplitude for s-wave pion
production.
There are some fundamental reasons why at least some of these cancellations
are to be expected. The Goldstone boson nature of the pion requires the pion to
decouple from the nucleon field as its four-momentum components become zero in
the chiral limit. This chiral symmetry requirement is exemplified by the Lagrangian
densities in the so-called sigma gauge given in Eqs. (6), (7) and (8). Another aspect
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of ChPT, which forces us to consider classes of diagrams, is that it is the U matrix
which enters in the interactions, and the U matrix depends non-linearly on the
pion field. The chiral matrix-field U(x) is an SU(2) matrix that has standard chiral
transformation properties, see e.g. Ref.60 There are several equivalent ways one can
define the pion field content of the matrix-field U . The U matrix can be written
in terms of the pion field a la Weinberg,70 on an exponential form used in, e.g.,91
or as in Ref.60’s sigma-gauge form which is chosen in this review. This U(x) field
is expanded in terms of [~π(x)/fπ] in order to generate the Lagrangian expression
in, e.g., Eq. (6). The different ways to categorize U in terms of the pion field have
consequences for interaction terms involving three or more pions, e.g., the last term
in Eq. (6). Even the nucleon fields have a certain arbitrariness since we can change
N(x) to N ′(x) as long as this transformation is consistent with chiral symmetry,
see e.g., Ref.92 This arbitrariness of defining the fields in the Lagrangian forces one
to consider not individual diagrams, but classes of diagrams, and at a given order
only the sum of the diagrams is independent of the definitions of the fields in the
Lagrangian.
It should be remarked that similar to what occurs in HBChPT, the cancella-
tion of the sum of diagrams for NN → NNπ is also found using Gasser et al.93’s
covariant formulation of ChPT as shown by Filin.94 The pattern of cancellations
in this case is even more elegant than in HBChPT, where to see the same cancel-
lations one needs to keep track of all 1/mN terms in the expansion. Specifically,
several not obvious cancellations among the N2LO two-pion exchange diagrams in
Fig. 3 were observed within the MCS formulation of HBChPT in Ref.26 First, all
recoil terms in the vertices (∝ 1/(2mN)) cancel at N2LO, and since the NLO ampli-
tude is zero, as discussed in Sec. 3.3, the nucleon recoil terms in the heavy nucleon
propagator, Eq. (21), also do not contribute at N2LO. Secondly, none of the low-
energy-constants (LECs), ci, i = 1, · · · , 4 of Eq. (7) contribute in the loop diagrams
at N2LO to the s-wave pion-production amplitude. This means none of the inter-
actions in L(2)πN of Eq. (7) contribute to the amplitude from the pion loop diagrams
in Fig. 3 at this order. Finally, as a surprise, the result in Ref.26 shows that the
isoscalar s-wave amplitude, which gives the s-wave pp→ ppπ0 cross section, receives
contributions at N2LO only from the two cross-box diagrams, diagrams Type III,
in the fifth row of Fig. 3. In particular this implies that earlier phenomenological
studies,3–8 neither of which include the crossed box diagrams, did not include the
appropriate long-range physics as we will discuss in the final section.
The evaluations of the two-pion exchange N2LO loop diagrams in Fig. 3 result
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in the following s-wave pion-production operator:26
iMN
2LO =
gA (v · q)
f5π
τa×(S1 + S2) · k1
[
1
6
Iππ(k
2
1)−
1
18
1
(4π)2
]
+
+
g3A (v · q)
f5π
{
τa+ iε
αµνβvαk1µS1νS2β
[−2Iππ(k21)]
+τa×(S1 + S2) · k1
[
−19
24
Iππ(k
2
1) +
5
9
1
(4π)2
]}
, (27)
where in the center-of-mass system ~p1 = −~p2 = ~p, k1 = p1 − p′1 = −k2 + q, and
the approximate relation k21 ≃ k22 is used (higher-order terms being ignored). The
symmetric combination of the two nucleon spins S1 + S2 are combined with the
isovector operator τa× , whereas the antisymmetric two nucleon spin operator goes
with τa+ . Note thatM
N2LO is proportional to the outgoing pion energy v ·q ≃ mπ as
expected. The integral expression for Iππ(k1), which contains two pion propagators
and is UV divergent, is given in the appendix. As will be discussed in the next
subsection, the UV divergence has to be regularized, however, the finite long-range
N2LO loop amplitude behavior of Eq. (27), is renormalization scheme independent.
3.6. Regularization and renormalization of loop diagrams
The form of the threshold operator with s-wave pions and two nucleons in a final
S-state is
M = τ+(~σ1 × ~σ2) · ~pA− iτ×(~σ1 + ~σ2) · ~pB (28)
The contributions of the loops to the amplitudes A and B in Eq. (28) are sepa-
rated into singular and finite parts, where the singular parts are given by the UV
divergences appearing in the integral, Iππ(k
2
1), in Eq. (27).
A = mπ
(4πfπ)2f3π
(A˜singular + A˜finite),
B = mπ
(4πfπ)2f3π
(B˜singular + B˜finite). (29)
The UV divergences are absorbed into LECs accompanying the NNNNπ ampli-
tudes ACT and BCT, given in the last row in Fig.3. By renormalization, the singular
parts of the loop amplitudes are eliminated and we are left with the renormalized
finite LECs, ArCT and BrCT, which will be added to the finite parts of the loop
amplitudes. Based on the renormalization scheme of Ref.,26 the finite parts of the
pion-nucleon loops are
A˜finite(µ) = −g
3
A
2
[
1− log
(
m2π
µ2
)
− 2F1
(
−~p 2
m2π
)]
, (30)
B˜finite(µ) = −gA
6
[
−1
2
(
19
4
g2A − 1
)(
1− log
(
m2π
µ2
)
− 2F1
(
−~p 2
m2π
))
+
5
3
g2A −
1
6
]
,
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where µ is the scale and the function F1 is defined in the appendix, Eq. (A.3).
In general, as discussed in Ref.,26 the finite parts of the loops A˜finite and B˜finite
can be further decomposed into the short- and long-range parts. The former one is
just a (renormalization scheme dependent) constant to which all terms in Eq. (30)
except F1 contribute. On the other hand, the long-range part of the loops is scheme-
independent. By expanding the function F1(−~p 2/m2π), Eq. (A.3), which includes
the only long-range piece in Eq. (30), in the kinematical regime relevant for pion
production, i.e. (~p 2/m2π)≫ 1, one obtains up–to–and–including terms at N2LO
A˜longfinite = −
g3A
2
log
(
m2π
~p 2
)
+O
(
m2π
~p 2
)
,
B˜longfinite =
gA
12
(
19
4
g2A − 1
)
log
(
m2π
~p 2
)
+O
(
m2π
~p 2
)
. (31)
A numerical evaluation of these terms using gA = 1.27 gives A˜longfinite = 2.2 and
B˜longfinite = −1.5. In Ref.26 these numbers were compared with those from the most
important phenomenological contributions which were proposed in Refs.3–6 in order
to resolve the discrepancy between phenomenological calculations and experimental
data. Using the resonance saturation mechanism, shown to be applicable for the
two–nucleon system in Ref.95 and proposed for pion–production in NN collisions
in Refs.3–6 to estimate the LECs e˜1 and e˜2 in Eq. (10), the values for the two
finite renormalized NNNNπ amplitudes ArCT and BrCT are obtained: A˜rCT ≃ 2
and B˜rCT ≃ 1 in the same units. Based on this, it was concluded in26 that the
scheme-independent long-range contributions of pion-nucleon loops are comparable
in size with the contribution needed to bring theory in agreement with experiment.
Hence, the importance of the long-range N2LO pion loop effects, not included in
the previous studies, raises serious doubts on the physics interpretation behind the
phenomenologically successful models of Refs.3–6
In the standard ChPT counting scheme the tree-level diagrams will usually be
renormalized by including nucleon self-energy pion-loop diagrams as well as vertex
loops. However, when we only consider the pion and nucleons fields in the MCS,
the loop diagrams which contribute to the renormalization of, e.g., the nucleon
mass mN and the axial coupling constant gA, do not involve a loop momentum of
order p ∼ √mπmN . Consequently, these diagrams, driven by a loop momentum
∝ mπ, contribute in the MCS at order N4LO which is beyond the level consid-
ered. To illustrate the MCS counting of such loop diagrams, we concentrate on the
LO rescattering diagram in Fig. 3, which in our naive MCS counting is of order√
mπ/mN . Consider now pion loops in this diagram at a vertex or on a nucleon
line. In standard ChPT counting these pion loops would require a renormalization
of the vertex and the nucleon mass. However, these pion loops contain only “small”
loop momenta l ∼ mπ, i.e. the loops do not contain any external momenta of order
p ∼ √mπmN . Therefore, these type of loop diagrams will increase the MCS order
by a factor (mπ/mN )
2 as shown in, e.g. Ref.,24 Table 11. In other words, at N2LO,
we only have to consider the loop diagrams which have already been discussed. We
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will return to these considerations in Sec. 4.5 where we include the ∆-resonance in
the loops.
4. Delta-resonance induced contributions to s-wave pion
production
In the energy region of the pion-production threshold the ∆-resonance is not heavy
enough to be parametrized just by πN LECs. In fact, the ∆ should be explicitly
included in the loops as virtual nucleon excitations in order for the effective theory
to properly describe the physics in this energy region. Whereas the mass difference
δ = m∆ −mN is non-zero even in the chiral limit of the theory (when mπ → 0),
the physical value of δ, δ ≈ 300 MeV, is numerically very close to the “small” scale
in the MCS, i.e. the momentum scale p ∼ √mπmN . This observation prompted
Hanhart and Kaiser23 to argue that, as a practical consistency in MCS, δ should
be counted as p. In this section we will outline the operator structure due to the
inclusion of explicit ∆ degrees of freedom for the NN → NNπ reaction.
The LECs, c2, c3 and c4, which are determined from pion-nucleon data, have
to be re-evaluated when the ∆ is explicitly included. Consequently, one obtains
the LECs in which the ∆ contribution is subtracted. These residual LECs enter
the calculation of the pion-production operator derived in Sec. 3.1, see Eqs.(23)
and (24). When the ∆-field is explicitly included in the Lagrangian, the parameter
δ ∼ p will appear in loops containing the ∆ propagator and the resulting loop
four-momentum will naturally be of the order of p, i.e., these loop diagrams will
then contribute at NLO and N2LO in the MCS.
In the MCS with a ∆ explicitly included, loop diagrams with topologies different
from those discussed in previous sections have to be considered. Some of these
additional loop diagrams containing a ∆ propagator will renormalize LO diagram
vertices as well as the nucleon wave function. This is in contrast to the loop diagrams
with only nucleon and pion propagators, which contribute to renormalization of the
vertices at N4LO only, as argued in Ref.26 This is a higher order contribution and is
not considered any further. These considerations will be explained in detail in the
next subsections, where we also will outline the regularization of the UV-divergence
of this effective field theory containing explicit ∆ degrees of freedom.
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dir∆a dir∆b rescat∆a rescat∆b
Fig. 8. Single baryon and rescattering diagrams with ∆ contributions which appear as building
blocks in the construction of the pion-production amplitude. In the last two rescattering diagrams
only the on-shell part of the πN vertex (2mpi) from Eq. (25) should be included.
4.1. The Lagrangian with ∆ interactions
The effective ∆ Lagrangian96,97 written in the sigma-gauge is the basis for the
evaluation of the operator contributions
LπN∆ = −Ψ†∆(iv · ∂ − δ)Ψ∆ +
g1
fπ
Ψ†∆ S
†µSβSµ Tiτ · ∂βpiTiΨ∆
− 1
4f2π
Ψ†∆
[
(p˙i × pi) · T †i τTi + 2i
(
(T† · pi)(T · p˙i)− (T† · p˙i)(T · pi)) ]Ψ∆
− hA
2fπ
[
N †T ·
(
∂µpi+
1
2f2π
pi(pi · ∂µpi)
)
SµΨ∆ + h.c.
]
+
hA
2mNfπ
[
iN †T · p˙i S · ∂Ψ∆ + h.c.
]
+ · · · , (32)
Here g1 is the π∆∆ coupling constant, hA is the leading πN∆ coupling constant
and S and T are the spin and isospin transition matrices, normalized such that
SµS
†
ν = gµν − vµvν −
4
1− dSµSν , TiT
†
j =
1
3
(2δij − iǫijk τk) , i, j = 1, 2, 3.
The value for the π∆∆ coupling constant g1 = 9/5gA is obtained in the large Nc
limit.98 An estimate of the πN∆ coupling constant hA = 2gπN∆ = 3gA/
√
2 = 2.7
is derived from large Nc arguments,
99 whereas a dispersion-theory analysis gives
hA = 2.1.
100
4.2. Tree-level diagrams with ∆-resonance
Since the NN and N∆ states are coupled in the NN models73,74 which will be used
in the hybrid approach to evaluate the initial and final state NN wave functions in
NN → NNπ, the full pion-production amplitude also obtains contributions from
the building blocks containing N∆ states as shown in Fig. 8. In full analogy to
the single nucleon direct diagrams in Fig. 3 and as discussed in Sec. 3.1, the single
baryon diagrams shown in Fig. 8 do not contribute to the on-shell pion-production
operator but are relevant only when convolved with an NN−N∆ amplitude either
in the initial or in the final state. The explicit expressions for the ∆ contributions
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to the pion-production operator from the diagrams in Fig.8 are
iMDir∆a = −gπN∆
mNfπ
T a1 v · q(S1 · p1)δ(~p2 − ~p ′2),
iMDir∆b = −gπN∆
mNfπ
T †a1 v · q(S†1 · p′1)δ(~p2 − ~p ′2),
iMrescat∆a =
gπN∆
2f3π
v · q iǫbacτc1T b2
1
k22 −m2π + i0
(S2 · k2),
iMrescat∆b =
gπN∆
2f3π
v · q iǫbacτc1T †b2
1
k22 −m2π + i0
(S†2 · k2), (33)
These tree-level pion-production amplitudes with a N∆ initial or final state can
not by definition contribute to the NN → NNπ irreducible production operator.
However, the amplitudes in Eq. (33) give nonzero contributions to the full pion-
production amplitude when they are inserted as building blocks into those of FSI
and ISI diagrams that have N∆ as an intermediate state as mentioned in Sec. 2.2.
The DWBA convolution results in the NLO and N2LO contributions to NN →
NNπ from the direct and rescattering diagrams in Fig. 8, respectively. This DWBA-
approach was used by Ref.64 in the evaluation of these operators for the reaction
pp→ dπ+.
4.3. Role of the tree-level diagrams with ∆ resonance
The effect of the tree-level ∆ operators has been studied in the literature using both
the phenomenological framework and EFT with quite contradictory conclusions. In
a phenomenological study6 it was shown that the inclusion of the ∆ isobar leads to
an enhancement of the total cross section in pp→ dπ+ by almost a factor of 3 mainly
due to the influence of diagrams ”rescat ∆a and b” in Fig.8. This enhancement
found in Ref.6 was not confirmed in a model calculation by Ref.63 Furthermore, an
EFT evaluation17 of the direct tree-level diagrams found results which differ from
the findings of Refs.6,63 We notice, however, that the static ∆ propagator was used
in Ref.17 which led to the large model dependence of the results. A similar problem
with the use of the static ∆ propagator in πd scattering was investigated in Ref.11
with the result that the recoil in the ∆ propagator is needed in the N∆ intermediate
states to obtain scheme independent results. To illustrate the difficulties with the
evaluation of the diagrams in Fig. 8 we focus on the πN rescattering diagrams
with the ∆, diagrams ”rescat ∆a and b” in the figure. These rescattering diagrams
contain the energy dependent WT vertex, and thus the method developed in the
previous section, see Eq. (25), can be applied. In particular, the πN rescattering
vertices in diagrams ”rescat ∆a and b” convoluted with NN wave functions can be
divided into two parts: the first one is an on-shell πN rescattering vertex (∝ 2mπ)
and the second one cancels the nucleon propagators adjacent to this vertex yielding
irreducible loop diagrams (cf. diagrams ∆Box a and b in Fig. 10). Refs.23,27 showed
that these irreducible contributions take part in a cancellation with other loop
diagrams, as will be discussed in the next subsection. Thus, the only contribution
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+ + +=
∆IV ∆IVa ∆IVb ∆IVc ∆IVd
p2
p1
p′2
p′1
q
l
p2 − l
l˜
Fig. 9. An example of the loop diagrams with the explicit ∆. Double lines denote the ∆ propagator,
remaining notation is as in Fig. 3. The red squares on the pion propagators indicate that for each
diagram, the pion propagator cancels parts of the four-pion vertex expression, as explained in the
text.
of the tree-level diagrams up to N2LO originates from the direct pion production
and the rescattering process with the on-shell πN rescattering vertex, shown in
Fig. 8. The hybrid EFT calculation of Ref.,64 where the ∆ propagator was treated
similar to the nucleon one (see Sec.2.4), revealed that each of these diagrams yields
about 10-15% corrections to the transition amplitude discussed in Sec.3.4 but they
enter with opposite signs. While the direct diagrams increase the cross section in
line with the finding of Ref.63 the rescattering diagrams lead to a reduction by
almost the same amount. This significant cancellation between different diagrams
resulted in a very small net contribution from the tree-level diagrams in Fig. 8 to
pp→ dπ+ (see Fig. 7). The calculation in Ref.63 was done with the CCF73 and the
Hannover101 coupled-channel NN models, and the pattern of cancellation was the
same for both models although the individual contributions were slightly different.
4.4. Loop diagrams with ∆ propagators
In order to illustrate the power counting of the loop diagrams with ∆ in MCS
we, as an example, discuss in detail the power counting for diagram type ∆IV in
Fig. 9. First, note that the four-pion vertex of the leftmost diagram in Fig. 9 can
be rewritten as a linear combination of the three pion propagators adjacent to this
vertex plus a residual vertex termvi (see, e.g., appendix A.4 in Ref.26). This results
in a separation of diagram ∆IV in four parts: for the diagrams ∆IV a-c the pion
propagator cancels corresponding parts of the four-pion vertex, as indicated by the
red square in Fig. 9, while diagram ∆IV d appears as the residual part in this
separation. To estimate the magnitudes of the amplitudes of these diagrams, we
first remind the reader that for the reaction NN → NNπ close to threshold the
initial nucleons have four-momentum pµ1 = (mπ/2, ~p ) and p
µ
2 = (mπ/2,−~p ) with
p = |~p | ≈ √mπmN (see Fig. 9 for the notation). Secondly, we note that the loop
diagrams with the explicit ∆ all involve the ∆-N mass difference δ ∼ p in the ∆
propagator. The power counting for the loop diagrams also requires the inclusion
of the integral measure l4/(4π)2 where all components of the loop four-momentum
vi While the first three terms depend explicitly on the parameterisation (or “gauge”) of the pion
field, the residual term is pion-gauge independent.80
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l are of order δ ∼ p, i.e. v · l ∼ |~l| ∼ p. In addition to this integral measure, in
the diagrams ∆IVa–c one has to account for one ∆ propagator (∼ 1/(v · l) ∼ 1/p),
three pion propagators (∼ 1/(p2)3), the 4π vertex (∼ p2/f2π) and two πN∆ and
one πNN vertices (∼ (p/fπ)3). Combining all these factors and using 4πfπ ∼ mN ,
one obtains the order estimate for this diagram as follows
p4
(4π)2
1
p
1
(p2)3
p2
f2π
(
p
fπ
)3
∼ 1
f3π
p2
m2N
≃ 1
f3π
χ2MCS. (34)
These dimensional arguments give the above order estimate of diagrams ∆IVa–
c and should be compared with the estimate of a LO rescattering diagram for
the NN → NNπ reaction given by Eq. (17). We find that the diagrams ∆IVa–
c in Fig. 9 start to contribute at NLO. Meanwhile, the pion-gauge independent
diagram ∆IV d starts to contribute at N2LO only. The reason is that the residual
pion-gauge independent four-π vertex is suppressed compared to the leading four-π
vertex contributions. Notice that the N2LO expression for diagram ∆IV contains
more terms than the corresponding pure pion-nucleon diagram IV. As explained
in Appendix A.4 in Ref.26 the contributions similar to type ∆IVb and ∆IVc are
strongly suppressed in the pion-nucleon case.
Fig. 10 shows the loop diagrams involving ∆ which contribute to s-wave pion
production up to N2LO. In the first row of Fig. 10, we have the two-pion exchange
diagrams with topologies completely analogous to the pion-nucleon g3A-graphs in the
second row in Fig. 3. The two-pion exchange diagrams in the first row of Fig. 10
start individually to contribute at NLO. However, these NLO diagrams cancel com-
pletely in the sum for the same reason as do the NLO pion-nucleon ones in Fig. 3.
In fact, it is relatively straightforward to show that, on the operator level, this can-
cellation of the NLO level diagrams is independent of whether we have a nucleon
or a ∆ propagator on the lower baryon line in Figs. 3 and 10. Consequently, in
MCS there are no contributions from these two-pion exchange diagrams at NLO.
Moreover, the N2LO contributions of the diagrams in the first row in Fig. 10 also
show cancellations analogous to the purely pion-nucleon case as shown in Ref.27
It should be mentioned that the diagrams in the first row of Fig. 10 also obtain
corrections from higher-order vertices ∝ 1/mN and ci (Delta-subtracted) from L(2)πN .
Those corrections, however, again cancel completely at N2LO in a full analogy to the
cancellations among the corresponding pion-nucleon loop contributions, see Ref.26
and the discussion in Sec.3.5. As shown in Ref.,27 the sum of the N2LO diagrams in
the first row of Fig. 10 receives contributions only from diagrams ∆IIIa and ∆IIIb,
where the Weinberg-Tomozawa πN vertices are on-shell, and from the pion-gauge
independent ∆IVd shown in Fig.9.
In addition, there are several new loop diagrams containing ∆ propagators where
one effectively has a pion being exchanged between the two nucleons, see diagrams
∆V–∆XI in Fig. 10. Surprisingly, diagrams ∆V–∆IX in rows two and three undergo
significant cancellations as detailed in Ref.,27 and only the part of the diagram ∆V,
that is proportional to the on-shell π∆− π∆ vertex (equal to 2mπ), remains. The
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∆IIIb ∆IV ∆Box a ∆Box b∆IIIa∆II
∆VIa ∆VIIIa ∆IXa
∆VIb ∆VIIIb ∆IXb
∆V
∆X
∆VIIa
∆XIa
∆VIIb
∆XIb
Fig. 10. Loop diagrams with the ∆ degree of freedom contributing to s-wave pion production up
to N2LO. Double lines denote the ∆ propagator, remaining notation is as in Fig. 3. Again, the
red square on the nucleon propagator in the two box diagrams indicates that the corresponding
nucleon propagator cancels parts of the Weinberg–Tomozawa πN rescattering vertex leading to
an irreducible contribution of the box diagrams as discussed in Sec. 3.1.
three one-pion-exchange ∆ loop diagrams in the last row of Fig. 10, which have
to be taken into account at N2LO, contribute only to the renormalization of gA at
N2LO, see the next subsection where we will discuss the renormalization of these
∆ loops and give the N2LO transition amplitude operator as obtained in Ref.27
4.5. Regularization of UV singularities and renormalization
The loop diagrams with explicit ∆ are UV-divergent at N2LO. Contrary to the pion-
nucleon case discussed in Sec. 3.6, these ∆ loop diagrams require that the couplings
and masses appearing in the Lagrangian are renormalized. In particular, up to N2LO
in the MCS there are two relevant renormalization corrections: one involves the πN
coupling constant gA and the other the nucleon wave function renormalization factor
ZN . These renormalization corrections of order δ
2/Λ2χ ∼ χ2MCS were evaluated
in Ref.67,68,102 for πN scattering with explicit ∆ in the loop using dimensional
regularization. These results were confirmed in Ref.27 In order to calculate the
production operator up to NLO it suffices to use ZN = 1 and g˚A = gA. However, in
a theory with explicit ∆ degrees of freedom, renormalization corrections to the tree-
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level diagrams at LO in Fig. 3 generate N2LO contributions. At N2LO, the nucleon
fields (N) in the Lagrangian must be renormalized, i.e., N → N√Z, and, similarly,
for the axial constant g˚A → gA (i.e., g˚A deviates from the physical value), due to
the loop corrections with explicit ∆. The explicit evaluations of the diagrams in
Fig. 10 reveal that the contributions of diagrams ∆X and ∆XI reproduce the N2LO
correction to the tree-level rescattering diagram in Fig. 3 due to renormalization of
g˚A and ZN , meaning that at N
2LO there is no genuine contributions of diagrams
∆X and ∆XI in MCS.
As outlined in Ref.27 the N2LO contribution from ZN to the WT vertex is
included in the rescattering operator together with the residual contributions of
the diagrams ∆III, ∆IV and ∆V and gives non-vanishing correction at N2LO.
The individual non-vanishing contributions of the ∆ loop diagrams in Fig. 10 are
expressed in terms of four scalar integrals, Jπ∆, Iππ , Jππ∆, and JππN∆, which are
defined in the appendix. The two integrals Jπ∆ and Iππ contain UV singularities
from the ∆ loop diagrams which as shown in Ref.27 are absorbed by the (NN)2π
five-point contact terms.
Before we present the final contribution for s-wave pion production from ∆
loop diagrams, there is one issue which deserves attention. In a theory contain-
ing a “heavy” resonance ∆, it is not sufficient to require just the regularization of
the UV divergent terms with the corresponding LECs. The integrals Jπ∆ and Iππ ,
which are multiplied by the factor δ2/k21 , pose an additional problem as discussed
in Ref.27 Such polynomial behavior would give divergences if the ∆ resonance was
infinitely heavy, i.e., if δ → ∞. Therefore, to find the most natural finite values of
the renormalized LECs, the explicit decoupling renormalization scheme was intro-
duced.102,103 In such a scheme, the finite parts of LECs are chosen such that the
renormalized contribution from diagrams with ∆ loops vanish in the limit δ →∞.
Ref.27 showed that the following combinations of loop integrals (up-to-and-including
N2LO in MCS) do vanish when δ →∞:
k21JππN∆, (35)(
Iππ +
1
2
Jπ∆
δ
+∆Jππ∆ +
2
(4π)2
)
, (36)
δ2
k21
(
Iππ +
1
2
Jπ∆
δ
+∆Jππ∆ +
2
(4π)2
)
− 1
12
(
Iππ +
1
2
Jπ∆
δ
+
1
3
2
(4π)2
)
. (37)
Further, Ref.27 found that the combination of the two integrals Jπ∆ and Iππ in Eqs.
(35)-(37), Iππ +
1
2δJπ∆, cancels the UV divergences of the individual integrals, as
shown in Eq.(A.11) in the Appendix, which means that the expressions in Eqs. (35)-
(37) are all UV finite and vanish when δ →∞.
The fully renormalized, finite N2LO ∆ loops contribution to the s-wave pion
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production amplitude derived in Ref.27 is
iMN
2LO
∆-loops =
gAg
2
πN∆
f5π
v · q τa+
(
iεαµνβvαk1µS1νS2β
)
×
{
2
9
(
Iππ +
1
2
Jπ∆
δ
+∆Jππ∆ +
2
(4π)2
)
+
1
18
k21JππN∆
}
+
gAg
2
πN∆
f5π
v · q τ×(S1 + S2) · k1
×
{
5
9
(
Iππ +
1
2
Jπ∆
δ
+∆Jππ∆ +
2
(4π)2
)
+
1
18
k21JππN∆ (38)
+
8
9
δ2
k21
(
Iππ +
1
2
Jπ∆
δ
+∆Jππ∆ +
2
(4π)2
)
− 2
27
(
Iππ +
1
2
Jπ∆
δ
+
1
3
2
(4π)2
)}
.
This expression should be added to the finite s-wave transition operators presented
in Sec. 3.6.
4.6. Comparison of the ∆ and pion-nucleon loop contributions
In Sec. 3.6 (see also discussion in Ref.26) we argued that the long-range scheme-
independent part of the pion-nucleon loops at N2LO is sizable and could resolve
the problem with the description of pion production data in the neutral channel,
pp→ ppπ0. The question to be answered in this subsection is what happens when
we add the long-ranged ∆ contribution. First, note that the spin-isospin struc-
ture of the ∆-loops in Eq. (38) is exactly the same as for the pion-nucleon case
in Eq. (27), as required by the threshold decomposition of the pion-production
amplitude, Eq.(28). Meanwhile, the dimensionless integrals are different and the
coefficients in front of the spin-isospin operators also differ. Ref.27 compared the re-
sultant amplitudes from the nucleon and ∆ loop diagrams for NN relative distances
relevant for pion production, i.e. for r ∼ 1/p ≃ 1/√mπmN . In Ref.27 the long-range
scheme-independent contributions of the ∆-loop expressions are separated from the
short-range ones by making a Fourier transformation of the expressions in Eqs. (27)
and (38). Specifically, Ref.27 Fourier transformed the integral combinations in the
curly brackets in Eq. (38) (multiplied by gAg
2
πN∆) corresponding to τ+ (final NN
spin-singlet) and τ× (final NN spin-triplet) channels. Ref.27 compared the resulting
Fourier transformed ∆ loop amplitudes with the Fourier transformed amplitudes
of the corresponding pion-nucleon contribution given in Eq. (27), namely −2g3AIππ
and (−19/24g3A + 1/6gA)Iππ . It was found that in the spin-singlet NN channel,
the long-range part of the ∆ contribution constitutes less than 20% compared to
the pion-nucleon loop amplitude, whereas in the spin-triplet NN channel the ∆-
loop contribution to the s-wave pion-production amplitude is almost of the same
magnitude (roughly 60%). The conclusion of Ref.27 is as follows: the importance of
the pion-nucleon loops in explaining pp → ppπ0 appears to be only slightly modi-
fied by the ∆ loop contributions and the N2LO loop contributions are significant,
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whereas for the final spin-triplet NN channel the net N2LO amplitude from the
nucleon and ∆ loop diagrams is considerably reduced in importance compared to
the spin-singlet channel. The pattern that emerged from the N2LO loop diagrams
is therefore exactly what is necessary to quantitatively describe the data on both
pp → ppπ0 and pp → dπ+ near threshold. For the former reaction there persists a
huge discrepancy between data and the chiral perturbation theory calculation to
NLO, while the latter already at NLO describes the experimental data quite well.25
As discussed, for the pp→ ppπ0 reaction the LO diagrams are suppressed both kine-
matically as well as dynamically,24 the net N2LO loop diagram results presented
provide a dynamical understanding of why it was so much harder to understand
phenomenologically the pp→ ppπ0 reaction compared to the other channels.
5. p-wave pion production
In this section we will first present evidence that for pion p-wave production the
perturbative series, which is ordered according to the MCS, converges as expected.
Then we will focus on a specific feature of chiral symmetry which connects the
NN → NNπ reactions to different reactions at low energies as discussed in the
introduction, Sec. 1. In other words, we will discuss how the reaction NN → NNπ
can be used to pin down the (NN)2π LEC, d, which plays an important role con-
necting many very different few-nucleon reactions as illustrated in Fig. 1. As follows
from Eqs. (3)-(4) the contact operator associated with the LEC d is proportional
to the pion derivative. Therefore, it should contribute to the production of p-wave
pions in NN → NNπ while connecting S-wave nucleons. This implies that for all
partial waves where there are NN P-waves in the final state, the chiral perturbation
theory calculation is parameter free up to N2LO.
In contrast to pion s-wave production, the p-wave pion-production operator up
to N2LO in MCS consists of tree level graphs only, shown in Fig. 11. In particular,
the only operator at LO corresponds to the direct emission of a pion from one of the
nucleons. The estimate for this operator based on the naive dimensional analysis
outlined in Sec. 2.3 gives |~q|/(f3πmπ), where ~q is the pion three-momentum. The
pion can also be produced through the de-excitation of a ∆ resonance. However,
since the ∆ propagator contains the mass-difference δ ∼ p, it is suppressed by
one order of χMCS as compared to the nucleon one, and the corresponding diagram
starts to contribute at NLO. To this order the production operator does not involve
any free parameters. All N2LO diagrams in the MCS have tree-level topologies and
include pion rescattering operators with ππNN vertices from L(1)πN of Eq. (6) and
L(2)πN of Eq. (7), and recoil correction to the πNN vertex at LO, and finally the
contact operator with the associated LEC d, all shown in Fig. 11.
In order to demonstrate the rate of convergence of the series defined within
the MCS, we will concentrate on the evaluation of the spin cross section 3σ1 for
pp → ppπ0. This observable is a linear combination of the reactions total cross
section and the double polarization observables ∆σT and ∆σL tailored such that
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2
N LOLO NLO
Fig. 11. Diagrams that contribute to p-wave pion production up to N2LO in the MCS where the
shaded ovals indicate initial and final NN state interactions.
only the pp spin 1 with spin projection +1 in the initial state contributes. The
measurement and detailed discussion of this observable can be found in Ref.104 The
spin-1 cross section 3σ1(pp → ppπ0) appears to provide a test of the convergence
of the theory up to N2LO. The reason is that the unknown contact term d does
not contribute to 3σ1(pp→ ppπ0) as pointed out in Ref.22,24 since, due to selection
rules, a p-wave pion can only be produced in combination with the final NN -pair in
at least a P-wave. The lowest final state partial waves contributing in the final state
are pp P-waves together with pion p-waves and the pp S-wave with a pion d-wave.
A comparison of the results of Ref.22 with the data is given in Fig. 12 as a function
of the variable η, which here equals the maximum pion momentum allowed in units
of the pion mass. Note that for this reaction a value of η = 0.9 equals an excess
energyQ = 50.5 MeV, which is quite large. The dashed line in Fig. 12 is the result of
leading and next-to-leading order, namely the nucleon and the ∆ direct production
terms, the first two diagrams of Fig. 11 (in Ref.22 both counted as leading order),
while the solid line contains the result at N2LO providing an excellent agreement
with data. In the calculation of Ref.,22 pion d-waves were neglected. This is not
necessarily in disagreement with the discussion in Sec. 6, where it is argued that
pion d-waves are important for such large excess energy: the observables discussed
in that section are defined with the final NN energy limited to very small values
at the same time maximizing the pion momentum and therefore the pion d–waves.
In contrast to the restricted NN final energy selection presented in Sec. 6, the
observable 3σ1 is fully integrated with respect to the final NN energies and it is
therefore expected that the final NN P–waves together with the pion p–wave (Pp
final state) become dominant. In order to provide further evidence, we refer to the
experimental analysis of pp → ppπ0 in Ref.105 where in Table 6 it is shown that
the Pp final state contribution to the total cross section completely dominates over
Sd final state at the energy of interest. We conclude from Fig. 12 that, at least for
this spin observable, the perturbative MCS expansion converges nicely and is in
agreement with experiment.
In the second part of this section we will demonstrate how the strength of the
contact operator d in Fig. 11 could be extracted from experimental data. There
are only two reaction channels with NN S-waves in both the final and the initial
state where this N2LO contact interaction can contribute. One corresponds to the
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Fig. 12. Results for the double polarization observable 3σ1 versus η (η = |~q|/mpi in the center-
of-mass system) as presented in Ref.22 The dashed line denotes the result at leading and next–
to–leading order, while the solid line shows the result at N2LO. For this calculation a value of
c3 = −2.95 GeV−1 was used. The data are from Refs.104
case with the spin-triplet S-wave NN final state interaction (FSI), which as seen
in Table 1 is realized in the pp → pnπ+ and pp → dπ+ reactions, and the other
goes with the spin-singlet NN FSI in an S-wave, which appears in pn → ppπ−.
In general, when we restrict the final two nucleons to be in S-wave, the relevant
partial waves for production of p-wave pions are: 1S0 → 3S1p and 1D2 → 3S1p for
π+ production and 3S1 → 1S0p and 3D1 → 1S0p for producing a π−, as can be read
off from Table 1. This imposed limitation reflects recent NN → NNπ experiments,
which will be presented in the next section, where the final two nucleons relative
energy was below 3 MeV.
The first extraction of the value of LEC d from NN → NNπ was perfomed in
Ref.,22 where the EFT calculation was confronted with the results of the partial
wave analysis (PWA) of the experimental data in the channel pp → pnπ+.106 An
attempt to connect the primary solar fusion reaction, pp→ de+ν, and pp→ pnπ+
through the LEC d was done in Ref.107 with the result that no simultaneous solution
is possible. However, the results of Ref.107 were compared to the results of the PWA
of Ref.106 which turned out to be incorrect, as pointed out in Ref.65 Specifically,
the PWA needed the contribution of the spin-singlet pn-state and in Ref.106 this
contribution was extracted from pp → ppπ0 data. Unfortunately, in Ref.106 this
contribution was not corrected for the significant difference between the pp and
pn final state interactions in S-wave. In Ref.65 the LEC d was therefore adjusted
to reproduce the differential cross section and analyzing power in pp → pnπ+
directly. Flammang et al.106 parametrized their measured differential cross section
for pp→ pnπ+ as
dσ
dΩ
= A0 +A1 cosθ +A2P2(cosθ) (39)
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where P2 is the second Legendre polynomial. Assuming only s- and p-wave pions,
Ref.106 determined that A1 ≃ 0. The results of the calculation in Ref.65 for the
magnitude A2 are compared with the experimental values in the left panel of Fig. 13.
The problem of the PWA of Ref.106 is illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 13
where we also show the results of the calculation for the relevant partial wave
1S0 → 3S1p, denoted below by a˜0. Although the red curve representing the best fit
is in agreement with the data presented in Ref.106 (see left panel in Fig. 6 in Ref.65
for details), the partial wave amplitude a˜0 extracted from the very same data is not
described at all. Note that Ref.107 stressed that a positive value for a˜0 is necessary
in order to achieve a result for pion production that is consistent with the ones for
the solar fusion rate. This is confirmed by the result of Ref.65 based on the data for
pp→ pnπ+ (cf. red curves in Fig.13).
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Fig. 13. Results for the magnitude A2 (left panel) and the partial wave amplitude a˜0(
√
µb)
representing the relevant transition 1S0 → 3S1p (right panel) for pp→ pnπ+ for different values
of the LEC d (in units 1/(f2piMN )). Shown are d = 3 (red solid line), d = 0 (black dashed line),
and d = −3 (blue dot-dashed line). The grey band corresponds to the results of Ref.107 which
incorrectly were interpreted as a failure to connect the solar fusion reaction with pion production,
see discussion in the text. The data are from Ref.106
The purpose of the study in Ref.65 was , however, more ambitious than just to
reanalyse the data in pp→ pnπ+. The idea was to perform a combined analysis of
all p-wave pion-production amplitudes contributing to the three different channels,
namely pn→ ppπ−, pp→ dπ+ and pp→ pnπ+ [To properly analyze these reactions
near threshold the pion s-wave amplitudes are needed. In Ref.65 the pion s-wave
amplitudes were taken from α, Eq. (26), measured in Ref.90 and from the measured
pp → ppπ0 total cross section close to threshold108]. This should provide a non-
trivial test of the approach since even in the different channels of the production
process, the contact term connects NN wave functions in very different kinematic
regimes. For the first channel the p-wave pion is produced along with the slowly
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moving protons in the 1S0 final state whereas for the other two channels the initial
1S0 pp state is to be evaluated at the relatively large initial momentum. Fig. 14
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Fig. 14. Illustration of the contribution of the LEC d, which only appears when we have initial
and final NN S-wave states, for different NN → NNπ channels. The labels ”small” and ”large”
indicate that the NN wave functions in the same partial wave contribute to different production
channels in different kinematic regimes.
illustrates that the contribution of the contact operator gets multiplied with the
product of the NN wave functions at the origin. Each of these wave functions,
in turn, may be represented by the inverse of the corresponding Jost function,109
which has an energy dependence that is fixed by the on-shell NN data — up to a
polynomial with coefficients known to the required order within MCS.
Since the 3S1 and
3D1 partial waves are coupled, a rigorous treatment calls for
a coupled channel Jost function. In the reasoning below, however, we will neglect
this channel coupling. Note that a recent analysis of data found strong evidence
that the channel coupling indeed is weak as will be discussed in Sec. 6. In addition,
even if the channel coupling were significant it would not change, the general line of
reasoning to be presented. The NN wave functions at the origin can be represented
as an integral over the relevant partial wave phase shifts δNN by means of the
so-called Omne`s function110 (see also the discussion in Ref.111)
Ψp(r = 0) = 1 +mN
∞∫
0
d3p′
T (p′, p)
p2 − p′2 + i0
≈ C exp


s
π
∞∫
4m2
N
ds′
s′
δNN(s
′)
s′ − s(p) + i0

, (40)
where T is the NN T-matrix, s(p) ≃ (2mN + p2/mN)2 for the nonrelativistic
nucleons and C is a model-dependent constant (up to higher order terms in p/mN).
Thus the whole momentum dependence of the contact term contribution is model-
independent, since it is fully determined by the product of the two Omne`s functions
for the 1S0 and
3S1 partial waves. The product of the constants C1S0 and C3S1 is
absorbed into the strength (the LEC, d) of the contact term for all NN → NNπ
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channels. In Ref.65 the value of the LEC d was varied to achieve qualitatively the
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Fig. 15. Results for the analyzing power at η=0.14 (left panel) and the analyzing power at 90
degrees (right panel) for the reaction pp → dπ+ for different values of the LEC d (in units
1/(f2piMN )) of the (NN)
2π contact operator. Shown are d = 3 (red solid line), d = 0 (black
dashed line), and d = −3 (blue dot-dashed line). The data are from Refs.87,88,112–114
best overall description of the differential cross sections and analyzing powers in
the different NN → NNπ channels. In particular, Fig.15 shows the results for the
analyzing power for the reaction pp→ dπ+vii for various values of d. It is found that
the data prefer a positive value of d ∼ 3/(f2πMN) when the CCF model73 of NN
interaction is used. A similar pattern can be observed in the reaction pn → ppπ−,
as illustrated in Fig. 16. Again the data show a clear preference of the positive value
for the LEC d. Thus, the conclusion of Ref.65 was that it is possible to qualitatively
describe the data available at that time with the same value of the LEC d. However,
as discussed in Ref.,65 in their analysis there are uncertainties which prevent a
more definite conclusion. First of all, the relevant 1S0 → 3S1p partial wave for
p-wave pions is of minor importance to describe the observables in pp→ pnπ+ and
pp→ dπ+. Secondly, at the relevant measured energies the final NN P-waves may
already contribute significantly.104,105,119 These higher partial waves were ignored
in Ref.65 Finally, the channel pn→ (pp)Sπ− has been measured at TRIUMF116,117
and only those events were selected that correspond to the energy of the proton
pair smaller than 1.5 MeV. This garantees that the pp-system is purely in an S-
wave and that no higher NN partial waves in the final state can spoil the analysis.
However, the measurement was done with Tlab = 353 MeV (η=0.66), which means
that pion d-waves are important. This is confirmed by a very recent measurement
at COSY120 to be presented in Sec. 6. Note that the pion d-wave production was
discarded in the analysis in Ref.65
viiNote also that the first data on the transverse correlation coefficient Axx in pn → dπ0 have
been measured recently.115
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Fig. 16. Results for d2σ/dΩpidM2pp (left panel) and Ay (right panel) for pn→ pp(1S0)π−. Shown
are the results for d = 3 (red solid line), d = 0 (black dashed line) and d = −3 (blue dot-dashed
line). The data are from TRIUMF116,117 (black squares) and from PSI118 (blue circles) .
6. A combined amplitude analysis of recent measurements of
pn → pppi− and pp → pppi0 at COSY
In the framework of the experimental program devoted to the study of pion pro-
duction at the COSY accelerator in Ju¨lich, the ANKE collaboration has car-
ried out a combined measurement of two reaction channels pn→ {pp}sπ− and
pp→ {pp}sπ0.120,121 Here the {pp}S denotes a proton-proton pair with very low
excitation energy, Epp < 3 MeV, which is considered to be primarily in the
1S0
state. The differential cross section and analysing power for both reactions were
measured at Tlab=353 MeV, which allows a direct comparison with the earlier TRI-
UMF data.116,117 Whereas the TRIUMF experimental data cover only the pion’s
central angular region, the ANKE data extend over the whole angular domain and
have much higher statistics. In addition, the results of Refs.120,121 were extended in
Ref.122 where the transverse spin-correlation parameters Axx and Ayy for the reac-
tion ~n ~p→ {pp}sπ−were extracted from the measurement of ~d~p→ pspec{pp}sπ− at
COSY-ANKE at the same energy.
In what follows we summarize the amplitude analysis of these data, further
details of these measurements can be found in Refs.120–122 In particular, a combined
measurement of the differential cross section and analyzing power in pp→ {pp}sπ0
allowed the determination of the pion s- and d-wave amplitudes with only minimal
theoretical assumptions. Meanwhile, the global partial wave analysis of all data
sets yielded several almost equivalent solutions for the p-wave amplitudes with
approximately the same value of χ2. The only possibility of resolving this ambiguity,
as argued in,122 would be through an additional measurement of the mixed spin-
correlation parameter Axz. In what follows we discuss these issues in some detail.
As long as the final pp-system is purely in an S-wave, the most general structure
of the reaction amplitude can be written as
M = A S · pˆ+B S · qˆ , (41)
where pˆ is the unit vector of the initial nucleon momentum in the overal center of
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mass system (cms), qˆ is the unit vector of the pion momentum and pˆ · qˆ = cos θπ.
Here S = χT2
σ2√
2
σχ1 denotes the normalized spin structure corresponding to the
initial spin-triplet state and χ1,2 stand for the spinors of the initial nucleons.
It was pointed out in120–122 that the data do not support polynomial terms
proportional to cos4 θπ and higher. This fact suggests that the partial waves higher
than d-waves for the pion can safely be ignored. Thus, up–to–and–including pion
d-waves the reaction amplitude for pn→ {pp}sπ− can be written as
M = MPs S · pˆ+MSp S · kˆ+MDp
(
(S · pˆ) (kˆ · pˆ)− 1
3
S · kˆ
)
+ MPd
(
(S · kˆ) (kˆ · pˆ)− 1
3
S · pˆ
)
+ MFd
(
(S · pˆ) (kˆ · pˆ)2 − 2
5
(S · kˆ) (kˆ · pˆ)− 1
5
S · pˆ
)
, (42)
where the superscript in the amplitudes MLl refers to the partial wave of the initial
nucleons and the subscript corresponds to the pion partial wave in the overall cms.
Altogether we include in the analysis one s-wave (MPs ), two p-wave (M
S
p and M
D
p )
and two d-wave (MPd and M
F
d ) amplitudes. These amplitudes correspond to the
transitions 3P0 → 1S0s, 3S1 → 1S0p, 3D1 → 1S0p, 3P2 → 1S0d, and 3F2 → 1S0d,
respectively.
Comparing (42) with (41) one gets the expressions for A and B in terms of the
partial wave amplitudes for pn→ {pp}sπ−
A = MPs +M
D
p cos θπ −
1
3
MPd +M
F
d
(
cos2 θπ − 1
5
)
,
B = MSp −
1
3
MDp +
(
MPd −
2
5
MFd
)
cos θπ . (43)
For pp→ {pp}sπ0 one has to omit the pion p-wave amplitudes in the expression
above to arrive at
A = MPs −
1
3
MPd +M
F
d
(
cos2 θπ − 1
5
)
,
B =
(
MPd −
2
5
MFd
)
cos θπ . (44)
The observables in terms of these amplitude can be written as
dσ
dΩ
= |A|2 + |B|2 + 2Re [AB∗] cos θπ ,
Ay
dσ
dΩ
= 2 Im [AB∗] sin θπ . (45)
Omitting the squares of the d-wave amplitudes, one finds the following relation
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between the observables in the pp→ {pp}sπ0 channel
a0 = |MPs |2 − 23Re
[
MP∗s (M
P
d +
3
5M
F
d )
]
a2 = 2Re
[
MP∗s (M
P
d +
3
5M
F
d )
]
b2 = −2Im
[
MP∗s (M
P
d − 25MFd )
]
. (46)
where ai and bi are the coefficients in the expansion in powers of cos θπ for the
differential cross section and the analyzing power, i.e.
dσ
dΩ
=
q
4p
∑
n=0
ancos
nθπ
Ay
dσ
dΩ
=
q
4p
sin θπ
∑
n=0
bn+1cos
n+1θπ (47)
where again p is the incident proton momentum and q is the momentum of the out-
going pion. The analogous expressions connecting the partial wave amplitudes with
the observables in the pn→ {pp}sπ− channel are given in.121 The coefficients ai
and bi were extracted from the best fits to the data in both reactions pp→ {pp}sπ0
and pn→ {pp}sπ−.
As seen from Eq.(42), there are five complex partial wave amplitudes, MLl , that
need to be determined from a global fit to the ten experimentally determined coeffi-
cients ai and bi in Eq.(47). Fortunately the number of parameters can be reduced if
one imposes the Watson theorem to fix the phases of the amplitudes. This theorem
states that the phase of the production amplitude in the absence of coupled channels
is fully determined by phases of the NN interaction in the initial and final states.
Hence, it allows one to fix the phase of the 3P0 → 1S0s transition which removes
one parameter. In other partial waves the initial NN interaction appears in coupled
channels, and it is known from the phase shift analysis of pp data that the coupling
between 3S1 and
3D1 partial waves is sizeable for energies around pion-production
threshold.82,83 Meanwhile, for 3P2 −3 F2 transitions the mixing parameter, as well
as the inelasticites, are still negligibly small at Tlab =353 MeV.
82,83 This means
that one may neglect the coupled channel effect in 3P2−3 F2 partial waves and use
the Watson theorem to remove another two parameters. Under this assumption,
the s-wave and two d-wave pion-production amplitudes were extracted in Ref.120
based on the partial wave analysis of the pp→ {pp}sπ0 data. Simultaneously, the
fit to the combined pp→ {pp}sπ0 and pn→ {pp}sπ− data sets has been performed
in Refs.,121 with χ2/d.o.f. = 89/82 for the best fit. The results for s- and d-waves
from the global fit is in good agreement with the values extracted from the analysis
of the π0 data only.
In the recent study122 the results of the partial wave analysis for p-waves121
were questioned. In particular, the important question if the global solution, as
shown in Table 2 solution 1, is indeed the true one was raised. In addition to the
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Amplitude Real Imaginary Im/Re
Solution 1: χ2/d.o.f. = 101/82
MPs 53.4± 1.0 −14.1± 0.3
MPd −25.9± 1.4 −8.4± 0.4
MFd −1.5± 2.3 0.0± 0.0
MSp −37.5± 1.7 16.5± 1.9 −0.44± 0.06
MDp −93.1± 6.5 122.7± 4.4 −1.32± 0.11
Solution 2: χ2/d.o.f. = 103/82
MPs 52.7± 1.0 −13.9± 0.3
MPd −28.9± 1.6 −9.4± 0.5
MFd 3.4± 2.6 0.0± 0.0
MSp −63.7± 2.5 −1.3± 1.6 0.02± 0.03
MDp −109.9± 4.2 52.9± 3.2 −0.48± 0.03
Solution 3: χ2/d.o.f. = 106/82
MPs 50.9± 1.1 −13.4± 0.3
MPd −26.3± 1.5 −8.5± 0.5
MFd 2.0± 2.5 0.0± 0.0
MSp −25.4± 1.9 −7.3± 1.5 0.20± 0.07
MDp −172.2± 5.6 92.0± 6.2 −0.53± 0.04
Table 2. Values of the real and imaginary parts of the amplitudes for five lowest partial waves
deduced from fits to the ANKE pp→ {pp}s π0 and np→ {pp}sπ− measurements at 353 MeV.
Also shown are the ratios of the imaginary to real parts of the p-wave amplitudes that have been
freely fitted. The other three ratios for s- and d-wave amplitudes are fixed by the Watson theorem.
global minimum, several local minima with only slightly larger χ2 were found yield-
ing completely different amplitudes for the p-waves, shown as solutions 2 and 3 in
Table 2. The data on the differential cross section and the analysing power only
do not allow one to discriminate between the different solutions, see the upper
panels in Fig.17. The transverse spin-correlation parameter Axx could resolve this
p-wave issue, since the curves for Axx corresponding to the different solutions are,
in principle, distinguishable, as shown in the lower left panel of Fig.17, provided the
high resolution data existed in the whole angular domain. However, the statistical
uncertainty of the recently measured data122 did not allow to distinguish between
the minima. As argued in,122 see also Fig.17 lower right panel, the double polar-
ization measurement of Axz in pn→ {pp}sπ− could be useful in order to lift the
ambiguity with the different χ2 solutions. The different p-waves scenarios could be
disentangled either just by determining the sign of Axz or by its magnitude.
It is interesting to note that the phases of the p-wave amplitudes correspond-
ing to different solutions in Table 2 turned out to differ significantly from each
other, as can be seen from the last column of this Table. On the other hand, in
spite of the sizeable coupling between the 3S1 and
3D1 partial waves, one would
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Fig. 17. Predictions of the partial wave analysis for the pn→ {pp}sπ− reaction at 353 MeV with
the Epp < 3 MeV cut. Also shown are the ANKE experimental data with statistical errors. The
full, long-dashed, and short-dashed lines correspond to solutions 1, 2, and 3, as noted in Table 2.
a) Differential cross-section taken from Ref.,120,121 b) Apy data from Ref.,
122 c) Axx data from
Ref.,122 d) Axz , for which there are yet no experimental data. The figure is taken from Ref.122.
naively assume that the phases of the p-wave pion-production amplitudes should
not differ drastically from the elastic NN phases. The values in the last column
of Table 2 should be compared with nucleon-nucleon phase-shift analysis values of
(tan δ3S1 , tan δ3D1) = (0.03,−0.46),82,83 and to the values from the theoretical anal-
ysis of the p-wave pion production amplitudes of (0.04,−0.61).65 This comparison
reveals a clear preference against the solution 1 and possibly in favour of solution
2, as pointed out in.122
The experimental measurements120,121 are extremely useful to improve our
knowledge about pion production: the new high-accuracy measurements of the
differential cross section and analyzing power in pn→ {pp}sπ− in the whole
angular domain at present constitute a challenge for the theory. The data on
pp→ {pp}sπ0 clearly demonstrated that the d-wave amplitudes are sizable already
at Tlab=353 MeV and that neglecting these amplitudes, as was done in Ref.
65 is
not justified. The partial wave analysis of the pp→ {pp}sπ0 data led to a successful
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extraction of the s- and d-wave pion production amplitudes in the isospin 1 chan-
nel and should be confronted soon with the theory calculations within EFT where
the complete production operator up to N2LO for s-wave pions has been already
derived, cf. Secs. 3 and 4 for details.
7. Charge symmetry breaking in pion-production reactions
Isospin symmetry is normally realized to a few percent accuracy in hadronic reac-
tions. On the QCD level the symmetry is broken only by the different up and down
quarks masses (both very small compared to typical hadronic masses) and by their
different charges. The largest isospin symmetry breaking effect that emerges is the
pion mass difference,
2(mπ+ −mπ0)/(mπ+ +mπ0) ∼ 4% ,
which originate almost completely from electromagnetism. Typical isospin-violating
effects are usually dominated by this pion mass difference as seen, e.g., in the
spectacular energy dependence in neutral pion photo-production off protons near
threshold.32,123 Due to this pion mass difference it is therefore difficult to quantify
the isospin violations due to the up and down quark mass difference in hadronic
observables.
The exceptions are observables that violate charge symmetry (CS). While gen-
eral isospin symmetry or charge independence implies invariance of interactions
under any rotation in isospin space, CS requires invariance only under an isospin
rotation by 180◦ around the ”2”-axis. As a consequence, when charge symmetry
is broken, isospin invariance is also violated but the converse is not correct. The
pion mass difference term is charge symmetric, since the charge symmetry opera-
tion transforms a π+ into a π− (and they have identical masses as a consequence of
CPT invariance). CS is violated by the up and down quark mass difference as well
as residual electromagnetic interactions (virtual photons) after effects of the pion
mass difference are removed. The impact of virtual photons has been systematically
studied in EFT33,124–129 and is a well understood and calculable isospin violation.
CSB effects manifest themselves in many different physical phenomena. Some
examples of CSB consist in the mass splitting of hadronic isospin multiplets
(e.g. mn 6= mp and MD0 6= MD+130), η–decays (for a recent two-loop calcula-
tion, see131 and references therein), the different scattering lengths of nn and pp
systems after removing electromagnetic effects in pp scattering (see, e.g. the review
article40), neutron-proton elastic scattering at intermediate energies,132 hadronic
mixing (e.g. ρ0 − ω133 or π0 − η134 mixing) and the binding-energy difference of
mirror nuclei known as Nolen-Schiffer anomaly.135
In this section we will discuss the manifestation of CSB in pion-production
reactions. Recently, experimental evidence for CSB was found in reactions involving
the production of neutral pions. At IUCF a non-zero value for the dd→ απ0 cross
section was established,39 and at TRIUMF a forward-backward asymmetry of the
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differential cross section for pn→ dπ0 was reported to be Afb = [17.2± 8(stat.)±
5.5(sys.)]× 10−4.38
In what follows we will concentrate our discussion on the reaction pn → dπ0
before we comment on the reaction dd→ απ0 at the end of this section. Following
the arguments presented in Ref.,36 we will show that at leading CSB order within
the MCS scheme, only the strong (quark-mass induced) contribution to the proton-
neutron mass difference enters the CSB pion-production operator in pn→ dπ0. This
quantity was extracted in Ref.36 based on the Afb(pn→ dπ0) data. It is noteworthy
that the effect of π−η mixing, which was believed to completely dominate this CSB
observable, is a sub-leading CSB effect as shown in Ref.136
In order to see that Afb(pn→ dπ0) is indeed a CSB observable, note first of all
that the final dπ-state is an isospin-1 state. This means that, in an isospin symmetric
world, also the initial states is in isospin-1. Since an isospin-1 pn pair behaves like
two identical nucleons pp or nn — the forward and backward asymmetry is absent.
However, since CSB distinguishes a proton from a neutron, due to CSB interactions
the initial NN state acquires a small isospin-0 admixture, and the interference of
this small isospin-0 component combined with the charge symmetry conserving
contributions lead to a forward–backward asymmetry.
The forward-backward asymmetry is defined as
Afb =
π/2∫
0
[
dσ
dΩ(θ) − dσdΩ(π − θ)
]
sinθdθ
π/2∫
0
[
dσ
dΩ(θ) +
dσ
dΩ(π − θ)
]
sinθdθ
=
A1
2A0
, (48)
where Eq. (39) was used in the last equality. The experiment at TRIUMF was
done at Tlab = 279.5 MeV, which is very close to threshold and is equivalent to an
excess energy of about 2 MeV. At this energy the total cross section σ = 4πA0 =
αη + βη3, Eq. (26), is largely dominated by the isospin-conserving s-wave pion-
production amplitude in the final NN spin-triplet channel, cf. Table 1. In their
analysis Ref.36 used the experimental value for α extracted by Ref.90 from the
extremely precise PSI measurement of the lifetime of the pionic deuterium atom.
Note that unlike scattering experiments the measurement at PSI does not suffer
from normalization uncertainty. In addition, in the pn → dπ0 experiment close to
threshold the contribution from pion p-waves, calculated to N2LO in Ref.65 and
discussed in Sec. 5, was taken into account in Ref.36 This p-wave contribution to
the relevant final NN spin-triplet channelviii determines β and amounts to 10% of
the total cross section at the energy of the TRIUMF experiment. Thus the total
amplitude is determined to be A0 = 10.0
+0.2
−0.4 · η + (47.8± 5.7) · η3 [µb].
viii Note that pion p-waves in the spin-triplet channel relevant here are well under control, cf.
Fig. 15 in Sec. 5. On the other hand, the analysis in Sec. 6 discussed the uncertainty regarding
the pion p-wave for a final NN spin-singlet channel.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 18. The leading order CSB diagrams for pn→ dπ0. The crosses correspond to isospin-violating
vertices.
The coefficient A1 in Eq. (48) proportional to the interference of the CS and
CSB pion-production amplitudes, reads
A1 =
1
128π2
ηmπ
p(mπ +md)2
Re
[(
MCS,p1 +
2
3
MCS,p2
)
MCSB,s
†
]
+ . . . , (49)
where md is the deuteron mass. The amplitudes M
CS,p
1 and M
CS,p
2 stand for the
charge symmetric amplitudes corresponding to production of p-wave pions in the
1S0 → 3S1p and 1D2 → 3S1p partial waves, while MCSB,s is the corresponding
amplitude for the charge symmetry breaking s-wave production in the 1P1 → 3S1s
partial wave. Furthermore, the ellipses stand for the other term in which the CSB
amplitudes for a p-wave pion interfere with the CS amplitudes for an s-wave pion.
Since the other term is suppressed by χ2MCS, it was ignored in the leading-order
calculation by Ref.36
As the charge symmetry conserving contributions were already discussed in
great detail in the previous sections, we will here exclusively focus on the CSB
contributions.
At leading-order the isospin-violating (IV) strong and electromagnetic operators
have the form
Liv = δmN
2
N †τ3N− δm
str
N
4f2π
N †τ ·piπ3N− δm
em
N
4f2π
N †(τ3pi2−τ ·piπ3)N+ . . . , (50)
where the neutron proton mass difference is δmN = δm
str
N + δm
em
N and the ellipses
stand for further terms which are not relevant here. The δmstrN is at this order given
by the LEC c5 ∝ md −mu, which is part of L(2)πN in Eq. (7), and δmemN is given by
the LEC f2. The precise definitions of the LECs c5 and f2 can be found in Ref.
33
At leading order in CSB the diagrams that contribute to the transition amplitude
from an initial NN isospin-0 state to the final isospin-0 NN state, are shown in
Fig. 18. Diagram (a) corresponds to a pion rescattering diagram where the πN
scattering vertex breaks charge symmetry. This CSB vertex is due to the last two
terms in Eq. (50). Diagram (b) on the other hand includes the πN rescattering
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vertex given by the Weinberg-Tomozawa operator [the first term in L(1)πN , Eq. (6)].
The isospin-violating term in diagram (b) is, as indicated in Fig. 18, given by the
proton-neutron mass difference, which plays a pivotal role in the arguments below.
In the following we will show that due to the interplay of diagram (a) and
diagram (b) in Fig. 18, the electromagnetic term cancels, and hence the forward-
backward asymmetry of the reaction pn→ dπ0 depends only on δmstrN . In order to
obtain this result, it is sufficient to focus on the two πN rescattering vertices on
nucleon 1 while we only keep the isospin structure from the pion-production vertex
on nucleon 2. The other components are identical for both diagrams. The relevant
parts of diagram (a), where a charged pion is exchanged between the two nucleons,
read
Iˆ(a) = −i
δmstrN
4f2π
(
τ (1) · τ (2) + τ (1)3 τ (2)3
)
+ i
δmemN
4f2π
(
τ (1) · τ (2) − τ (1)3 τ (2)3
)
, (51)
where τ (i) is the isospin operator of the i’th nucleon. This expression represents the
complete rescattering contribution included in Ref.35 Diagram (b) of Fig. 18 requires
more scrutiny. First, observe that due to the isospin structure of the Weinberg-
Tomozawa πN scattering vertex, only charged pions can be exchanged between the
two nucleons to produce a neutral pion. Thus as argued above for CSB reactions
in general, the pion mass difference does not enter. However, the proton-neutron
mass difference generates an energy difference of the exchanged charge pion in
diagram (b), depending on whether a π+ is produced at the vertex on nucleon 2
via a p → n transition, or a π−, produced via a n → p transition. The energy
dependence of the Weinberg-Tomozawa vertex in diagram (b) is sensitive to this
energy difference and gives rise to the CSB amplitude from diagram (b). On the
operator level we obtain analogously to Eq. (51),
Iˆ(b) =
δmN
2
1
4f2π
ǫ3bcτ (1)c
(
τ
(2)
b τ
(2)
3 − τ (2)3 τ (2)b
)
= −i δmN
4f2π
(
τ (1) · τ (2) − τ (1)3 τ (2)3
)
, (52)
where the two terms in the first row include both an insertion of the CSB nucleon
mass term before and after the pion emission vertex. It follows that in the sum of
the two diagrams, the term from the electromagnetic contributions cancels and the
leading isospin-violating transition amplitude is proportional to δmstrN . The relevant
transition matrix element for the NN states is36
〈If = 0|Iˆ(a) + Iˆ(b)|Ii = 0〉 =
i
4f2π
6 δmstrN . (53)
Compared to the expression in Eq. (51), which was used in Ref.,35 the rescattering
operator in Eq. (53) is enhanced by about 30% when the standard values δmstrN ≈
2 MeV and δmemN ≈ −0.76 MeV are used.
An alternative method to derive the same result is obtained by redefining the
pion and nucleon fields in the Lagrangian as discussed in Refs137–139 — see also
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Ref.140 which uses the unitary transformations. The pion and nucleon fields are
redefined in order to eliminate the first term in the effective Lagrangian in Eq. (50)
and this allows one to work with nucleons as indistinguishable particles. The key
point is that the terms in a Lagrangian are invariant under this transformation
except the ones involving a time derivative. The Weinberg-Tomozawa operator in
the πN rescattering vertex in Eq. (6) includes a time derivative of the field which
generates an additional isospin-violating πN → πN vertex ∝ δmN that cancels
exactly the electromagnetic contribution to the πN vertex ∝ δmemN , see the last
term in Eq. (50).
To summarize, within the leading order CSB calculation the result for the
forward-backward asymmetry is calculated to be36
ALOfb = (11.5± 3.5)× 10−4
δmstrN
MeV
, (54)
where the theoretical uncertainty was estimated in36 to be χ2MCS ≃15% which is
doubled in Eq. (54) in order to give a conservative error. This result was confirmed in
Ref.37 within error bars. At next order in CSB photon-loop diagrams contribute, and
in analogy with the pion s-wave NLO loop amplitudes presented in Sec. 3, the sum
of these CSB loop amplitudes is zero,141 i.e. the contribution to the CSB amplitude
from the next order diagrams vanishes (see also Ref.37 where some CSB tree-level
operators at N2LO were also taken into account). Comparing the experimental
result for Afb
38 with Eq. (54) allows an extraction of δmstrN :
δmstrN = (1.5± 0.8 (exp.)± 0.5 (th.)) MeV . (55)
This result is consistent with other evaluations of this contribution to the neutron
proton mass difference in Refs29,142 based on the Cottingham sum rule143 and in
Refs.144–146 based on lattice simulations, cf. Fig. 19. This consistency is a non-trivial
and encouraging test of the applicability of ChPT to NN → NNπ reactions.
As usual in EFT, the next step in the study of Afb(pn → dπ0) should consist
in the extension of the CSB pion-production operator to higher orders. As already
said, all CSB operators at NLO vanish. Some examples of CSB operators at N2LO
are shown in Fig. 20, see Ref.141 for further details. In particular, the CSB operator
at N2LO involves the one-nucleon term with the CSB πNN vertex accompanied by
two unknown LECs which were modelled in Ref.147 by the π−η mixing mechanism.
In addition, at this order, CSB in the pn potential generates a contribution to
CSB pion-production. Furthermore, there are many different loop contributions
analogous to those discussed in Sec. 3 for CS pion production in an s-wave. It
remains to be seen if cancellations which were operative in the CS case, will also take
place here. The proper evaluation of Afb(pn→ dπ0) at this order would also require
the calculation of CSB pion production in a p-wave at LO, since the interference of
the CSB operator for a p-wave pion with the CS s-wave pion-production amplitude
starts to contribute at N2LO, as discussed. A valuable help in understanding of
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Fig. 19. The proton-neutron mass difference extracted with different methods: a direct extraction
via the Cottingham sum rule (triangle down,29 triangle up142), a determination using lattice QCD
(diamond,144 square145) and an extraction from pn → dπ0.36 For the last value the inner (red)
error bar indicates the size of the theoretical uncertainty. Note also that the uncertainties of lattice
data are dominated by systematic errors.
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Fig. 20. CSB operators for pn → dπ0 to N2LO. The double line stands for the deuteron, the
crosses correspond to the isospin-violating vertices.
higher order CSB mechanisms in pn→ dπ0 could be obtained if this reaction were
studied in combination with the dd→ απ0 reaction.
The IUCF measurement39 of the dd→ απ0 reaction inspired the first theoretical
evaluation of this process.141,148 These studies showed that the relative importance
of the various charge symmetry breaking effects are very different for the pn→ dπ0
and dd→ απ0 reactions. For example, photon exchange in the dd initial state could
significantly enhance the cross sections for dd→ απ0.149 In addition, the rescatter-
ing mechanism with the CSB πN vertices at LO seems to play only a subleading
role in dd → απ0 due to symmetries in the wave functions, as advocated in Refs.
141,148 Furthermore, the calculations of Refs.148,150 revealed significant sensitivity
to the nuclear interaction model. However, it was demonstrated in Ref.150 that a
simultaneous analysis of CSB in the two nucleon sector and in dd→ απ0 strongly
constraints the calculations of the latter. The main uncertainty in the evaluation
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of dd → απ0 is the treatment of the initial state interactions. At pion threshold
energies the dd → απ0 reaction requires reliable wave functions for dd → 4N in
low partial waves at relatively high energies around pion-production threshold. A
successful theoretical description of the data for the isospin-conserving reaction
dd →3Henπ0,151 which partially shares the same initial state as dd → απ0, could
serve as a valuable test of the theoretical approach to the dd→ απ0 reaction.
There is another important test that could be used to check consistency of the
planned combined analysis of the recent CSB experiments. Namely, once the LECs
that enter CSB s-wave pion production at N2LO are fixed, the p-waves in dd→ απ0
can be predicted parameter free to leading and next-to-leading order. The IUCF
experiment,39 being carried out very close to threshold, was consistent with the
contribution of pion s-waves only. Thus, the same experiment at somewhat higher
energy (but still well below the ∆ region, e.g. at Q ≈ 30− 60 MeV) is desirable.
8. Remarks on the reaction NN → NNpipi
The reaction NN → NNππ provides a contribution to the nucleon-nucleon in-
elasticity next in importance after one-pion production. The proximity of the ∆
resonance mass to the ππN threshold suggests the dominance of the ∆ resonance
in the two-pion production mechanism. However, as will be argued below, in the
channel where the final isoscalar ππ-pair is in an s-wave, for example in pn→ dπ0π0
near threshold, the contribution of the ∆ is suppressed due to isospin compared to
the other two-pion production channels. The reaction channel pn→ dππ is of par-
ticular interest due to the so-called ABC effect152 which has been recently observed
by WASA collaboration at COSY.153,154 The ABC effect refers to a pronounced
low-mass enhancement in the ππ invariant mass spectrum in the reactions where
the pion pair is produced together with the final nucleus in, e.g., pn → dππ and
dd → αππ (these reactions are often named double-pionic fusion reactions). Fur-
thermore, the data of Ref.153 revealed that the ABC effect in pn→ dππ is uniquely
correlated with a resonance-like energy dependence in the total cross section. We
stress that the peak in the total cross section appears at the energy more than 200
MeV aboveNNππ threshold, which precludes the use of chiral EFT for understand-
ing this phenomenon. On the other hand, the understanding of the near-threshold
behaviour of pn → dππ, which provides the background contribution, is possible
within chiral EFT.
A complete leading order calculation for the reaction pn → dπ0π0 at thresh-
old within chiral EFT was presented in Ref.155 The diagrams evaluated in Ref.155
are displayed in Fig. 21 and at LO there is no free parameter. Previous investiga-
tions of this reaction156,157 included only the diagrams in the second row whereas
Ref.155 showed that a complete LO evaluation requires all diagrams in Fig. 21 to
be considered. The most important findings of Ref.155 are:
(1) all diagrams evaluated are of similar magnitude;
(2) there are important interferences among the diagram contributions;
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Fig. 21. Leading order diagrams for the reaction pn → dππ at threshold. Solid (dashed) lines
denote nucleons (pions), filled ellipses correspond to continuum NN wave functions (including
plane wave) in the initial and intermediate state, the outgoing double line denotes the deuteron.
Subleading vertices are marked as ⊙, while the blob denotes the leading πN WT vertex from
Eq.(6) and its recoil correction from Eq.(7).
(3) an accurate inclusion of the NN interaction in both intermediate as well as
initial NN states is very important.
In order to produce two pions at threshold, the initial NN momentum in their
center of mass system, p
(2)
thr, must be larger than that for the single pion production.
Consequently, the expansion parameter is
χ =
p
(2)
thr
mN
≈ 0.5 .
An important future task is therefore to calculate higher order contributions in
order to check the rate of convergence. As was pointed out, despite the proximity
of the ∆(1232) mass to the ππN threshold, the potentially most important N∆
intermediate state is not allowed for the reaction pn→ dπ0π0 due to isospin conser-
vation. The reason is that the NN systems in the initial and final states must have
isospin zero, while the N∆ system has isospin one or two. Hence, to fulfil isospin
conservation the isospin-1 N∆ state can only occur after one-pion emission and,
thus, the role of the ∆ in pn→ dππ is expected to be analogous to that in one-pion
production, as discussed in the previous sections. In particular, the ∆ starts to
contribute at NLO due to the fact that the ∆ propagator is suppressed by 1/p as
compared to 1/mπ in the nucleon case.
It is known from phenomenological studies of NN → NNππ156,157 that the
Roper resonance (N∗) can play a significant role already near threshold and that it
will become even more important when considering this reaction at higher energies.
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This N∗ resonance is, however, not included explicitly in the LO evaluation of
Ref.155 The reason is that in chiral EFT its contribution is absorbed into low energy
constants that start to matter only at N2LO in the MCS. On the other hand, an
interesting question to address would be to understand if its contribution is natural
or it is enhanced compared to the dimensional analysis estimate. The contribution
of the Roper resonance to the ci parameters, that scale the strength of the leading
isoscalar πN scattering, has been discussed, e.g., in Ref.158 It seems that it plays
only a minor role there. Similar conclusions were drawn from systematic studies
within ChPT of the double-pion photoproduction process159,160 and the reaction
πN → ππN161–163 near threshold. In particular, for the reaction γp → π0π0p the
contribution of the Roper was found to be rather moderate as compared to the large
contribution of chiral loops.160 A model calculation of πN → ππN164 suggests also
that the Roper resonance plays a rather minor role. On the other hand, the Roper
might contribute significantly to the (NN)2ππ counterterms, which enter at N2LO
in a chiral EFT calculation of NN → NNππ. Based on the discussions above, one
can not expect that a leading order calculation of Ref.155 for NN → NNππ can
describe the experimental data well at higher energies and, hence, to answer the
question about the role of the N∗ resonance. However, it provides an estimate for
the contribution of the non–resonant background near threshold. It therefore forms
a basis for future studies and is thus a precondition to extract reliable information
on the Roper resonance from future near-threshold experiments.
9. The role of NN → NNpi in pid–atom observables
The isoscalar and isovector pion-nucleon scattering lengths are fundamental quan-
tities of low–energy hadron physics. They serve as tests the QCD symmetries and
the chiral symmetry breaking pattern. As stressed by Weinberg a long time ago,
chiral symmetry suppresses the isoscalar πN scattering length a+ compared to its
isovector counterpart a− . These scattering lengths appear as subtraction constants
in the Goldberger–Miyazawa–Oehme sum rule,165–167 that is used to determine
precisely the pion-nucleon coupling constant gπNN . The scattering lengths are also
needed in the dispersive analyses of the pion-nucleon σ term.168 The most natural
choice to determine these quantities is to measure the ground state pionic hydrogen
atom level shift and width due to strong πN interaction. It has been known from
pioneering work by Deser et al.169 that the hadronic level shift is proportional to the
real part of the scattering length of strongly interacting particles, while the lifetime
of the atom is related to the imaginary part of the scattering length. Specifically,
in isospin limit the atomic level shift in π−p reads ε1S ∝ aπ−p = a+ + a−, while
the width is Γ1S ∝ a2π−p→π0n ∼ (a−)2. A systematic inclusion of isospin-violating
(IV) electromagnetic corrections to the relation between the energy level shifts and
width and the pionic atom scattering lengths is performed in Refs.,127,170,171 see
also the review article.172 In addition, taking into account isospin violation in the
πN scattering lengths127–129,173 is very important. From the PSI measurement174
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the shift ε1S is known with unprecedented accuracy to be ε1s = (−7.120±0.012) eV.
Meanwhile, the width is known less accurately, Γ1s = (0.823±0.019) eV,174 yielding
a significant uncertainty in the determination of a+ such that even its sign is un-
known. Fortunately, the ground state level shift of the pion-deuteron atom (πd) is
experimentally known to a 2% accuracy90 and contains complementary information
on a+ and a−. Schematically, the real part of the pion-deuteron scattering length
can be written as
Re(aπd) = 2a
+ + (few–body corrections) + (IV corrections) . (56)
The first term ∼ a+ originates from the impulse approximation and is independent
of the deuteron structure. Provided one can calculate the few–body corrections
accurately the πd scattering is ideally suited to extract a+. However, already at
threshold the πd scattering length is a complex-valued quantity and it is therefore
crucial to obtain a precise understanding of its imaginary part.
A systematic study of the few-body corrections to the πd scattering length
has been done within chiral EFTix in the last two decades.10–13,72,175–181 Unlike
the pion-production reaction, elastic pion-deuteron scattering is a low-momentum
transfer process, and is essentially controlled by the standard ChPT expansion
parameter χ = mπ/mN
x. The other scales,
√
mπmN due to pion-absorption, δ ∼√
mπmN due to the explicit ∆-resonance, the deuteron binding momentum γ and√
mπ/mN mπ due to the 3-body πNN cut have to be properly accounted for.
Ref.13 demonstrated that the few-body corrections can be reliably calculated up to
χ3/2 = χ3MCS, which is smaller than the leading unknown (NN)
2ππ contact term
which enters at χ2. From a naive dimensional analysis the uncertainty anticipated
due to the truncation of the higher-order terms is a few percent. The most important
contributions to the transition operator up to χ3/2 can be summarized as follows:
• the double-scattering diagram72,175 is the most important contribution in the
multiple-scattering series (MSS) as was recognized decades ago
• the triple-scattering diagram is the next correction in the MSS series176,177
• nucleon recoil corrections to the double-scattering process178,182
• dispersive corrections due to πd→ NN → πd and πd→ γNN → πd10
• explicit ∆-isobar contributions11
• isospin violation in the 3-body sector: few-body corrections caused by the pion
mass difference and virtual photons12,13
While the detailed discussion of all these effects can be found in Ref.,13 we will here
focus on the role of pion production for aπd, since it controls the strength of the
important dispersive corrections.
ix The interested reader can find references to numerous phenomenological studies in, e.g., Ref.167
x The characteristic distances in the deuteron are normally estimated by taking the expectation
value of 1/r between the deuteron wave functions, which gives 〈1/r〉 ≃ 0.5 fm−1 ∼ mpi.
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a) b) c) d)
Fig. 22. Dispersive corrections to the πd scattering length. The notation of lines is the same as
before. The rectangular blocks refer to the pion-production (or absorption) operator that consists
of the direct and rescattering mechanisms including the recoil corrections, as shown in the first
row of Fig.3.
The measurement of the πd scattering length shows that its imaginary part is
about 1/4 of its real part.90 The imaginary part can be expressed in terms of the
πd total cross section through the optical theorem,
4πIm(aπd) = lim
q→0
q {σ(πd→ NN) + σ(πd→ γNN)} , (57)
where q denotes the relative momentum of the initial πd pair. Furthermore, the ra-
tio R = limq→0 (σ(πd→ NN)/σ(πd→ γNN)) was measured to be 2.83± 0.04.183
It is expected that diagrams which lead to a sizeable imaginary part of aπd, will
also contribute significantly via dispersive corrections to the real part. In the mid of
70’s the dispersive corrections were calculated within the Faddeev formalism,184,185
showing that the dispersive and absorptive contributions to the real and imaginary
parts of the πd scattering length are indeed of similar size. In Ref.10 the chiral EFT
calculation of the dispersive corrections that emerge from πd → NN → πd and
πd → γNN → πd processes was presented. The hadronic dispersive corrections
were defined as contributions from diagrams with an intermediate state that con-
tains only nucleons as well as crossed pion lines. Therefore, all the diagrams shown
in Fig. 22 were included in the evaluations in Ref.10 In other words, in addition to
the diagrams a) and b) in Fig. 22, that are present in the Faddeev calculations, the
contributions with crossed pions ( c) and d)) were part of the EFT study since all
diagrams shown in Fig. 22 are of the same EFT order. The rectangular blocks in
the diagrams of Fig. 22 refer to the relevant transition operators for the reaction
NN → NNπ that consist of the direct and rescattering mechanisms including the
recoil corrections, as shown in the first row of Fig.3. It was demonstrated in Sec.3.4
that the same production operator resulted in a good description of the pp→ dπ+
total cross section. It is therefore not surprising that the calculation10 agreed nicely
with the imaginary part of the πd-scattering length. Using the CCF potential73
for the NN distortions Ref.10 found for the dispersive correction from the purely
hadronic transition
δadispπd = (−6.5 + 1.3 + 2.4− 0.2)× 10−3m−1π = −3.0× 10−3m−1π , (58)
where the numbers in the first bracket are the results from each diagram in Fig. 22,
in order. Note that the diagrams with intermediateNN interactions and the crossed
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ones (diagram (c) and (d)) give significant contributions. None of of these diagrams
were included in most of the previous calculations. The calculations were done
with the four different phenomenological NN potentials: the CCF potential,73 CD
Bonn,74 Paris,186 AV18,75 and Refs.10,11 obtained
δadispπd = (−2.9± 1.4)× 10−3 m−1π , (59)
where the number reflects the theoretical uncertainty of this calculation estimated
conservatively — see Ref.10,11 for details. In spite of the cancellations between the
diagrams (a) and (b) and those with crossed pions ((c) and (d)), the resulting
dispersive correction in chiral EFT constitutes an important contribution to the
πd scattering length of the order of 10%, which is a factor of two larger than the
theoretical uncertainty estimate.
Including the few-body and isospin-violating contributions listed above, the
combined analysis of the data on the pionic hydrogen shift and width and deu-
terium shift yielded12,13
a˜+ = (1.9± 0.8) · 10−3m−1π , a− = (86.1± 0.9) · 10−3m−1π , (60)
where a˜+ is defined as173,187
a˜+ ≡ a+ + 1
4π(1 +mπ/mp)
{
4∆π
f2π
c1 − 2e2f1
}
, (61)
and ∆π stands for the mass difference between the charged and neutral pions,
∆π = m
2
π−m2π0 . The isoscalar scattering length a+ cannot be obtained independent
of the LECs c1 and f1. Using the rough estimate of |f1| ≤ 1.4GeV−1 by Refs.126,127
and c1 = (−1.0± 0.3)GeV−1 used in Ref.,13 Eqs. (60) and (61) yield a non-zero a+
at better than the 95% confidence level
a+ = (7.6± 3.1) · 10−3m−1π . (62)
The results for the scattering lengths were used in Refs.12,13 to infer the charged
pion-nucleon coupling constant, gc, from the GMO sum rule, with isospin-violating
corrections to the πN scattering lengths fully under control for the first time. The
result reads
g2c
4π
= 13.69± 0.12± 0.15, (63)
where the first error gives the uncertainty due to the scattering lengths and the
second that due to evaluation of the cross section integral J−, see Refs.13,166,167 for
the definition and further discussion. This value is in agreement with determinations
from NN (g2c/4π = 13.54 ± 0.05188) and πN (g2c/4π = 13.75 ± 0.10,189 g2c/4π =
13.76± 0.01190) scattering data where the errors in Refs.188–190 mainly reflect the
statistical uncertainties.
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(b)(a)
Fig. 23. Loop contributions to transition matrix elements of heavy quarkonia. The double and
bold lines denote two different heavy quarkonium states and the red and green filled circles their
coupling to heavy open heavy–flavor states, denoted by the internal solid lines. The dashed line
denotes a light pseudo scalar that couples to the heavy states via the black solid dots.
10. Implications for EFTs for decays of heavy quarkonia
In this review we have demonstrated that a consistent, convergent effective field
theory can be designed for systems controlled by two scales, one of which is a
relatively large momentum. This finding has direct implications for the design of
effective field theories for heavy quarkonium systems where one needs to control
the effect of heavy meson loops on heavy quarkonium decays as stressed in Ref.191
For example the decays of regular quarkonia, like ψ(2S)→ J/ψπ0 and ψ(2S)→
J/ψη, can get sensitive to meson loops, since they are SU(2)F and SU(3)F violat-
ing, respectively.192–195 The reason is that the mass differences of the open charm
meson loops induce enhanced violations of the mentioned symmetries, non–analytic
in the quark masses. Furthermore, above the open charm thresholds a large num-
ber of states were recently found with properties in strong disagreement with well
established quark model, see Ref.196 for a recent review. Several of these new states
qualify as candidates for molecular states formed from heavy mesons. For those all
transitions and decays are expected to be dominated by loops of heavy mesons.
In an effective field theory formulation the evaluation of observables in the heavy
quarkonium systems depends on the non-trivial interplay of several different scales,
such as the pion mass, the pion momentum and the heavy meson velocity defined
as a ratio of the binding momentum
√
MHE (E is the energy of the initial/final
quarkonium with respect to the H¯H threshold (H = D,B, ...)) to the heavy meson
mass MH . In order to establish which kind of transitions can be calculated in a
controlled way, a power counting was introduced in Refs.191,197 that builds on the
insights gained from NN → NNπ, also outlined in this review. Especially, in order
to compare the order estimate for diagrams (a) and (b) of Fig. 23 it was crucial to
use the findings of Ref.25 Specifically, similar to Eq. (25) discussed earlier in this
review, the ππHH vertex in diagram (b) was decomposed in several terms in order
to properly isolate the leading contribution of the diagram. For more details we
refer to the cited references.
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11. Summary and outlook
Chiral perturbation theory has been successfully applied in the past decades to
describe low-energy dynamics of pions and nucleons as well as electroweak processes.
However, the application of this effective field theory to pion production in nucleon-
nucleon collisions turned out to be considerably more challenging due to the large
three-momentum transfer involved in this reaction. This large momentum called
for a modification of the power counting. The resulting slower convergence of the
chiral expansion for this reaction [the expansion parameter χMCS ∼
√
mπ/mN
defined in Eq. (15)] provides a strong motivation for extending the calculations
to higher orders. In this review we demonstrated that the momentum counting
scheme (MCS) properly accounts for the additional scale associated with the large
momentum transfer. It is shown to be successful in classify the various contributions
to the NN → NNπ transition amplitudes according to their importance. Given the
relatively large MCS expansion parameter χMCS, one may wonder whether the pion-
production operator converges sufficiently well to consider the theory predictive.
The results of Refs.25,65 provide strong indications for the convergence of the s-
and p-wave pion-production operators in the final two nucleon spin-triplet channels
where no accidental cancellations emerge. Furthermore, good convergence of the
results for spin observables in pp → ppπ0, which probe p-wave pion production in
this channel, was observed in Ref.22 On the other hand, s-wave pion production in
pp → ppπ0 looks exceptional since the experimental cross section in this channel
is suppressed by more than an order of magnitude as compared to the charged
channels near threshold. The experimental evidence for the smallness of the s-wave
operator in the neutral channel is fully in line with the suppression of the Weinberg–
Tomozawa (WT) operator for pp → ppπ0, the almost complete cancellation of the
pion emission amplitude from the direct diagram at LO and the vanishing of all loop
contributions at NLO. Therefore, it is not a surprise that the relative importance
of N2LO chiral loops in this channel is significantly enhanced compared to the
case where the final NN are in a spin-triplet state. As demonstrated in Ref.,26 the
nucleon-pion loops are of a similar size for the spin triplet and singlet channels.
In this sense the experimentally measured pp → ppπ0 reaction is unique in that
it directly probes the higher order MCS contributions which in the other reaction
channels are masked by the dominant lower order WT term.
In this review the evaluation of all loop diagrams with pions, nucleons and ∆
degrees of freedom up–to–and–including N2LO has been summarized. It was shown
that all diagrams that contribute to NLO cancel exactly — a necessity from field
theoretic consistency. As presented, even among the N2LO loop contributions there
are significant cancellations as a results of chiral symmetry requirements and its
symmetry breaking pattern. In particular, in Ref.26 it is shown that all 1/mN -
corrections of the various diagrams cancel at N2LO, and it is also shown that none
of the LECs ci, i = 1 . . . 4, of L(2)πN contribute to the pion loops at this order.
In Ref.27 as well as in Sec. 4.6 it was demonstrated that the amplitudes from the
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loops which include the ∆, contribute at N2LO to both the NN final state spin-
triplet and spin-singlet channels, and interfere destructively with the pure pion-
nucleon ones. The isoscalar amplitudes from the loops which include the ∆ are
significantly smaller than the amplitudes from loops with only pions and nucleons,
while the isovector amplitudes from the ∆ loops are roughly half the size of the
pure pion-nucleon ones. The size of the isovector contributions of the ∆ loops is in
line with the dimensional analysis estimate, while the suppression of the isoscalar
contributions originates from specific numerical factors (spin-isospin coefficients)
in this channel.27 What emerges from the resultant loop amplitudes looks very
promising in order to quantitatively describe the data for both pp → ppπ0 and
pp→ dπ+ for near threshold energies. While in the former reaction there persists a
huge discrepancy between data and the chiral EFT calculation to NLO, in the latter
at NLO the description is already quite good,25 as discussed in Sec.3.4. Therefore,
the N2LO chiral loop amplitude is expected to be much more dominating for the
isoscalar amplitudes relevant for pp→ ppπ0 production than for the isovector ones.
In order to be able to compare the amplitudes presented here to experimental
data and to make the qualitative arguments given more quantitative, a proper
convolution with NN wave functions is necessary.
The loop diagrams at N2LO contributing to the pion-production amplitudes
have important phenomenological consequences, as was discussed in Refs.26,27
Within various phenomenological meson-exchange approaches,7,8,198 the pion pro-
duction is largely driven by tree-level pion rescattering off a nucleon with the
πN → πN amplitude being far off shell. The scalar-isoscalar (σ-exchange) πN
interaction is relevant for the isoscalar production amplitude while the isovector
(ρ-exchange) πN interaction contributes to the strength of the isovector one. Since
the isoscalar πN scattering amplitude essentially vanishes on-shell, see Eq. (62),
the production mechanism proposed in Refs.7,8,198 relies on the significance of the
off-shell properties of the πN scattering amplitude. However, the EFT considera-
tion presented in this review puts this mechanism into question. Pion rescattering
via the phenomenological pion-nucleon transition amplitude can in chiral EFT be
mapped onto pion rescattering (at tree level) via the low-energy constants ci plus
some contributions from pion loops. The tree-level amplitude contributions ∝ ci
are, even in the off-shell (pion production) kinematics, far too small to explain the
data for the neutral pion production.14,15 As far as the loop contributions are con-
cerned, only the diagrams IV and the mini-football may be regarded as an analog
of the corresponding phenomenological mechanism. However, the remaining N2LO
contribution of diagrams IV and ∆IV and the mini-football diagram, see Figs. 3
and 10, have a purely isovector structure — all isoscalar contributions cancel ex-
actly. Therefore, none of the pion loop diagrams can be mapped into the particular
phenomenological mechanism in the isoscalar case. Thus, Refs.26,27 concluded that
the rescattering contribution with the isoscalar πN amplitude to pp → ppπ0 that
could be modeled phenomenologically by a σ exchange should be very small.
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It is noted that none of the previous phenomenological investigations take into
account chiral loops which, as found, contribute significantly to the production am-
plitude. In particular, as presented in Sec. 3.6 the magnitude of the regularization-
scheme independent long-range contribution of the pion-nucleon loops to the
isoscalar production amplitude turns out to be comparable to the magnitude of
the short-range amplitudes in phenomenological models of Refs.3–6 In some phe-
nomenological models the short-range amplitudes originate from heavy-meson z-
diagrams which, in these studies, are advocated as the necessary mechanism to
describe experimental data. In chiral EFT these phenomenological heavy meson
exchanges contribute via the contact interaction (NN)2π and normally would be
used in order to estimate the magnitudes of the low-energy constants (LECs) of
Eq. (10) as was done in Sec. 3.6. Thus, the results of the loop diagrams reviewed in
Secs. 3 and 4 raise doubts on the role of the short-range physics in pion production
as suggested by these phenomenological studies. In order to draw more definite con-
clusions the complete N2LO operator for s-wave pion production discussed in this
review paper should be convoluted with the NN wave functions and confronted
with experimental data in order to assess the magnitude of the LECs of Eq. (10).
The work in this direction is currently in progress.
As presented in this review, p-wave pion production in NN → NNπ opens
an appealing possibility to determine the strength of the (NN)2π contact opera-
tor, the LEC d, which can be thought of as the two-nucleon analog of the axial
constant gA. In the introduction we outlined how this LEC contributes to several
few-nucleon processes, like the three–nucleon force, the pp fusion and the tritium
β-decay, the neutrino deuteron breakup and the muon capture on the deuteron,
as well as reactions involving photons πd → γNN and γd → πNN . A combined
analysis of the different channels of NN → NNπ with chiral EFT by Ref.65 and
presented in Sec. 5 revealed that the reaction pn → ppπ− appears to be the most
interesting channel for the extraction of the LEC d. Unlike s-wave pion production,
the p-wave pion-production operator up to N2LO22,65 includes only the tree-level
diagrams shown in Fig. 11. A large step towards an accurate extraction of the rel-
evant LEC d from data was provided by the recent measurements of ~pp→ (pp)sπ0
and ~pn→ (pp)sπ− at the COSY accelerator in Ju¨lich.120–122 As outlined in Sec. 6
the latest data from COSY allowed both s-wave and d-wave pion-production am-
plitudes to be extracted from the amplitude analysis of the data of pp → ppπ0.
It should be noted that in these recent measurements at COSY,120 the final two
nucleons were restricted to have a relative energy less than 3 MeV. This restricted
phase space of the final particles enhanced the importance of the pion d-wave. The
analysis of these COSY data for pn → ppπ−, while revealing the dominant role
of the p-wave pion-production amplitudes, does not yield the unique solution for
these amplitudes. In order to pin down the p-wave amplitudes and thereby the LEC
d, will require data from the planned double polarisation measurement of Axz at
COSY. As advocated in Ref.,122 this is the most promising experiment which would
lift the ambiguity between different solutions and ultimately allow an extraction of
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the p-wave amplitudes from data.
In this review we also presented in some detail a few applications of the two
scale expansion underlying the MCS:
• The extraction of the strong part of the proton–neutron mass difference from
charge symmetry breaking observables in pn → dπ0 (Sec. 7) — the value ex-
tracted is consistent with other, completely different analyses.
• The chiral expansion for NN → NNππ (Sec. 8) which is an important step
towards a quantitative understanding of this class of reactions.
• The calculation of dispersive corrections to πd scattering at threshold. This
evaluation allowed a high-precision extraction of the isoscalar pion–nucleon
scattering length a+ from pionic atoms data, and a reanalysis of the pion-
nucleon coupling constant (Sec. 9).
• The effective field theory outlined and confronted with data in this review is
a model case for the design of an effective field theory to investigate certain
states in the heavy quarkonium sector (Sec. 10).
These examples show that an understanding of reactions of the type NN → NNπ
within effective field theory is not only interesting in its own right, but also provides
important new insights into the workings of the strong interaction in different energy
regimes.
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Appendix A. Definitions for the various integrals
In this subsection we give the explicit definitions of the common dimensionless loop
integrals used in this work. The first integral Jπ∆ = µ
ǫJ0(−δ) where the integral
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J0(−δ) is defined in Ref.60
1
δ
Jπ∆(δ) =
µǫ
iδ
∫
d4−ǫl
(2π)4−ǫ
1
(l2 −m2π + i0)(−v · l− δ + i0)
= 4L+
(−2)
(4π)2
[
−1 + log
(
µ2
m2π
)]
+
4
(4π)2
[
−1 +
√
1− y − i0√
y
[
−π
2
+ arctan
( √
y√
1− y − i0
)]]
,(A.1)
Iππ(k
2
1) =
µǫ
i
∫
d4−ǫl
(2π)4−ǫ
1
(l2 −m2π + i0)((l + k1)2 −m2π + i0)
= −2L− 1
(4π)2
[
log
(
m2π
µ2
)
− 1 + 2F1
(
k21
m2π
)]
, (A.2)
where
F1(x) =
√
4− x− i0√
x
arctan
( √
x√
4− x− i0
)
, (A.3)
L =
1
(4π)2
[
−1
ǫ
+
1
2
(γE − 1− log(4π))
]
, (A.4)
and the variables x, y are defined via x = k21/m
2
π, y = δ
2/m2π.
The integrals with two pion and one ∆ propagator and in addition with one
nucleon propagator read
∆Jππ∆ = δ
µǫ
i
∫
d4−ǫl
(2π)4−ǫ
1
(l2 −m2π + i0)((l + k1)2 −m2π + i0)(−v · l − δ + i0)
,(A.5)
k21JππN∆ = k
2
1
µǫ
i
∫
d4−ǫl
(2π)4−ǫ
[ 1
(l2 −m2π + i0)((l + k1)2 −m2π + i0)
× 1
(−v · l + i0)(−v · l − δ + i0)
]
. (A.6)
The integrals in Eqs. (A.5) and (A.6) can be reduced to simple one-dimensional
integrals which can be calculated numerically.
It is also convenient to define finite, scale-independent parts of Jπ∆ and Iππ in
which the divergency L and the log(mπ/µ) terms are removed.
Iππ = −2L− 1
(4π)2
log
(
m2π
µ2
)
+ Ifiniteππ , (A.7)
Ifiniteππ =
1
(4π)2
(
1− 2
√
4− x− i0√
x
arctan
( √
x√
4− x− i0
))
, (A.8)
1
δ
Jπ∆ = 4L+
2
(4π)2
log
(
m2π
µ2
)
+
1
δ
Jfiniteπ∆ , (A.9)
1
δ
Jfiniteπ∆ =
4
(4π)2
[
−1
2
+
√
1− y − i0√
y
[
−π
2
+ arctan
( √
y√
1− y − i0
)]]
.(A.10)
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From the expressions above it is easy to obtain the important relation, which is
used in the analysis of the integral combinations in Sec.4, relevant for our study
Iππ +
1
2δ
Jπ∆ = I
finite
ππ +
1
2δ
Jfiniteπ∆ . (A.11)
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